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Abstract
Civil society and the state form an inseparable couple – mutually reinforcing,
controlling and cooperating with each other. This thesis will concentrate on the
relationship of the state with a particular part of civil society – bad civil society. Bad
civil society can occur in many forms and its activities are based, inter alia, on
intolerance and hate. Whether, how and to what extent the state can tackle activities of
bad civil society are going to be main questions this thesis will attempt to answer. Both
an analysis of contemporary empirical examples and suggestions based on the research
will be presented in this paper.
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1 INTRODUCTION
‘The birth or rebirth of civil society is always riddled with dangers, for it gives freedom to
despots and democrats alike.’1

Civil society has been lying within the area of focus of philosophers and political
theorists since discussions about the conceptions of the world, human beings and
essence of living appeared. Nevertheless, new topics are coming up together with new
challenges societies have to face whether they are modern or post-modern, developed or
developing, northern or southern. The (post-)modern (post-)‘Westphalian’ state,2 the
other part of the relationship I am going to explore, developed later, but since both
‘actors’ I am interested in started to coexist, they have been in interaction and many
forms of mutual relationships have developed. The research in the area of civil society
is very attractive because of the variety of actors which can be found within its
framework. Forms, goals as well as values of civil society vary widely – from local
community groups to internationally established non-governmental organisations
(thereinafter NGOs).
Similarly, the interaction between the state and civil society can gain many forms. I
believe that it is very important to realise the importance of the relationship between the
state and civil society, because their mutual interaction influences many areas of our
lives. It is very interesting to study how states address civil society in different
situations and how dreadful acts of the state can sometimes be. Jim Crow´s laws are an
example showing how bad a democratic state could be towards certain groups of its
citizens.3 Contemporarily, taking a look at peaceful demonstrations in Spain, where

1

Keane, 1998, p. 45.
The whole discussion about the features of contemporary states cannot be fully developed here. I would
like to acknowledge that I understand ‘the state’ within the traditional (realistic) conception but I am
aware of the changes which states have gone through and which I believe have had a great influence on
them. Some would call contemporary states post-modern, some argue that this label is premature. An
interesting discussion about the differences between the (current) states as well as their characteristic
features can be found in Sørensen, 1998.
3
Falck, ‘Jim Crow Legislation Overview’.
2
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unarmed and non-violent protesters were beaten by the state police4 also makes one ask
many questions. Another level of this muse will take us to the questions not only about
what the states in fact do, but also whether they should do it and what are the other
options. Let´s take an example of Guerrilla Gardening movement.5 People all around
the world arrange meetings with the aim to plant flowers in the public places which are
abandoned. They, in fact, act illegally because they operate without official permission
on the public space and thus have no rights do so. Nevertheless, the results of their
‘interference’ are beneficial and pleasant. What should the state do in such a situation?
Should any measures be taken to prevent civil society to take illegal action which
causes no harm and creates public good? On the other hand, and that is what interests
me, there are groups or movements whose action is perfectly legal, but the impact of
their behaviour negatively affects the whole society, interferes with rights and freedoms
of fellow citizens and generates intolerance and hate within society. To answer the
question what the state can and should do about such civil society would be the main
aim of my thesis. I am going to have a look at relations between the state and a
particular part of civil society – bad civil society.6
The relationships between the state and ‘general’ civil society have been explored
widely and suggestions have been made what kind of ties should be established and
how they should be maintained, so that the cooperation and interaction between the
state and civil society is beneficial for both. I would like to contribute to this discussion
by analysing the particular relationship between the state and bad civil society
specifically looking at the possibilities of the state to regulate bad civil society so that
such regulations do not interfere with the rights to which bad civil society (groups or
individuals which constitute it) is entitled. I will explain that it is important that we
maintain a critical view of both actors and their actions, because in pursuing their goals
for both the state and civil society ends justify means – Jim Crow´s laws were presented
as being aimed at improving the situation of African Americans in the United States. In

4

Tremlett, ‘Spanish Police Clash with Protesters over Clean-Up’.
Guerrilla Gardening, at http://www.guerrillagardening.org/index.html (consulted on 20. 5. 2011).
6
The term comes from the essay of Simone Chambers and Jeffrey Kopfstein (2001).
5
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fact, they were limiting freedom of movement on the grounds of a protection of their
well-being.7 On the other hand, bad civil society groups often veil their hate into
phrases about protection of nation, traditions and community. Should I summarise my
topic into a research question, it would be the following one: How can the state regulate
bad civil society?
I see a contribution of this thesis in the analysis of the issue which is rather unexplored
in the area of the ‘western world’. My attempt is to draw attention to this topic and
possibly initiate a discussion about it. I will only concentrate on a particular part of this
problem and therefore many other aspects of bad civil society itself (or in the
relationship to other actors) should further get more attention of researchers. Asking for
reasons of development of bad civil society and for its dialectic are great and yet to be
fully discovered areas, which I will have a chance to reflect only to a limited extent. I do
not attempt to unearth a perfect solution, I will rather develop a critical reflection of
what is happening on the ground, based on the theoretical concepts, and try to offer a
spectrum of possibly relevant and suitable measures which will address the situation.
I have to acknowledge certain limitations I have established for my work and also
explain specific approaches I have opted for. Firstly, there are many cultural differences
in both apprehension and realisation of civil society outside the western world.
Secondly, similarly, many forms of the state could be found around the world with
diverse systems of governing. Because my aim is to provide a deeper analysis of the
issue I cannot reflect the sheer range of diverse approaches and concepts and therefore I
will concentrate on civil society formations within the modern western liberal
democratic states, specifically in Europe.8
Finally, I have to acknowledge, that, similarly to the whole civil society, there are many
forms of bad civil society. I am aware that they can form small loosely organised groups
as well as larger very well structured bodies or political parties. Bad civil society is
present on all levels. Although I realise that it is important to pay attention to all of

7

Palmer, 2002, p. 68.
The countries from which I will draw the examples are all members of the European Union as well as
the Council of Europe. Couple of examples from the United States are going to be the only exceptions.
8
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them, because of the way I have conducted my research, with an aim to show examples
from several countries, I was not able to deal with small subjects operating on the local
level as much as it might be desired. Therefore the practical part will offer an analysis
of more commonly known cases. Additionally, as a result of concentration on two
specific areas where bad civil society operates, mainly the examples of political parties
have been selected for the illustration. I would like to emphasise that I am aware of the
fact that political parties are not the only formations from bad civil society environment.
In fact, it is not political parties we are looking at, but two forms of bad civil society
embodied in political parties. At the same time, the cases very well illustrate limited
possibilities the states have in addressing bad civil society. Thus I argue, that it might
seem that I have limited my analysis on the political parties, but in fact the approach the
states apply towards them, can be used in tackling bad civil society generally.
Before starting with a methodological part I have to emphasise that the aim of this work
is not to doubt the value of beneficial activities civil society does in many areas –
whether it is associational life, activism or provision of the services. I would like to
develop a critical position in this work which would raise awareness about worrisome
features of bad civil society which is, from my point of view, neglected topic.

1.1 Methodology
The problem I face can be identified as a ‘puzzle’. Puzzles are usually research
questions which try to identify problem which should have been answered by existing
theories, but has not been yet. Puzzles should ‘allow for and often lead to a new
understanding of the world.’9 I do not expect to change the flow of the discourse as the
definition might suggest. I will more humbly aim at an attempt to solve my puzzle by
using application of theories drawn from the research, which will be based on the
analysis of literature mainly in the areas of theory of civil society and theory of state,
specifically governance theories. Further, I will apply perspective of human rights
discourse and will make use of legal perspective as well. The arguments in the practical
part of the thesis as well as the conclusions will build on legal frameworks both of the

9

Hancké, 2010, p. 234.
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states and the international instruments – specifically of The Convention for Protection
of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms (thereinafter ECHR) and the case law of
the European Court of Human Rights (thereinafter ECtHR).
Regarding the sources I have used, those were obviously academic books and journals,
web pages of international institutions and other trustworthy sources. Additionally,
because of the nature of the issue, the practical part of the thesis gathered information
from the newspapers and magazines, as some of the issue are very recent and have not
been reflected by the academic discourse yet.
The literature generally does not deal with bad civil society as with a separate topic.
Simone Chambers and Jeffrey Kopstein serve as a main source of inspiration with their
article ‘Bad Civil Society’. Otherwise, if there are any reflections of this issue they
usually amount to couple of comments. Thus I have opted for two books from Michael
Edwards as main sources of my approach,10 because not only is he renown author in the
area of civil society but he is one of the few authors acknowledging the existence of bad
civil society fully. He offers a suitable overview of civil society theories as well as
critical stances which were helpful for my analysis. In overall, because of the lack of
attention paid to the issue, it was necessary to ‘mix and match’ useful parts of
theoretical approaches to create the theoretical background. In the empirical part I will
use limited number of examples (small N) and thus my conclusions cannot obviously be
taken for granted under all circumstances. I believe that setting the limitations for the
scope of my research suggests the ‘area of validity’ but still, as it is common in the
social sciences, a theoretical approach and conclusions suggested for one set of cases do
not necessarily hold water for another. 11
As regards the content, the chapters can be divided into four larger sections – civil
society, the state, human rights perspective and practice. Chapter two, three and four are
dedicated to the analysis and conceptualisation of civil society and the issues which are
wound around. I attempt to assess the approaches to civil society critically, explain the

10

Edwards, Michael, Civil Society. Cambridge: Polity Press, 2004; Edwards, Michael, Civil Society.
Cambridge: Polity Press, 2010, 2nd revised edition.
11
Haubrich, 2003, p. 4.
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controversies which surround involvement of civil society in the cooperation with the
state and eventually describe and define bad civil society itself. Chapters five and six
deal with the point of view of the state. I select modes of governance relevant for
tackling bad civil society issues and develop several possible approaches towards it.
Chapter seven introduces the human rights perspective of my topic – measures of
protection for human rights are mentioned, effects of misuse of human rights are tackled
and an example of the issue of derogation from protection of certain rights is presented.
Chapters eight and nine constitute a key part of my work as an empirical analysis of bad
civil society is offered here together with solutions I have come up with. Chapter eight
contains an overview of practical examples of bad civil society activities and the states´
reactions and the chapter nine summarises all important conclusions and
recommendations. Final chapter ten will shortly summarise the whole thesis. Ending of
the first chapter brings us to the first part of the analysis – the civil society issue.

6

2 CIVIL SOCIETY – GENERAL ISSUES
‘Because illiberal forces cannot destabilize the state does not mean that they cannot
contribute to an insidious erosion of values that leaves liberalism vulnerable to all sorts
of threats.’12
To deal with civil society is a huge task. As it was mentioned above it has already
created and will definitely continue to create vast number of studies adopting several
positions and concentrating on different and specific aspects. What I aim to involve in
my analysis of civil society is an operationalisation of this term as well as an
introduction of current influential streams of thinking, which address issues connected
to civil society and also its diverse roles. Regarding the scope of this study there has
been a selective approach applied and thus an exhaustive overview should not be
expected. First of all some relevant possibilities how to look at civil society as a whole
will be introduced and reference will be made to some of their flaws and my own
conception will be drawn from them. Next, an attempt will be made to explain the
consensus surrounding current civil society together with further discussion about its
possible consequences. And finally, bad civil society will be introduced as a key
variable of this paper.

2.1 Civil society – approaches and conceptualisation
Before we can proceed to elucidate about the issues arising around the civil society
some alternatives as to how it is possible to view civil society and what it is actually
considered to be will be introduced to provide theoretical background for my own
conception.
First of all it is necessary to mention that civil society bears many meanings and thus
the presented conceptions, as well as my approach, will form only a part of the whole
scale of opinions in this area. To present the current streams of thinking I have decided
to rely mainly on Michael Edwards´s books13 for the reasons explained in the
introduction. Before advancing to the three main approaches which Edwards identifies,
12
13

Chamber, Kopfstein, 2001, p. 843.
Edwards, Michael, 2004; 2010
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there are some general features to be shown. Initially, our analysis will draw on ‘the
sector model’ where the state forms the first sector, family forms the second and civil
society establishes the third sector – the civic one, also called non-profit. I am going to
use these terms in this paper as equivalents.14 And who belongs to civil society? As it
will be shown there are all types and kinds of groups involved, but family and business
will be excluded. Although I recognise the importance of family as a main link in the
process of socialisation of an individual as well as an indispensable value bearer,15 the
level of the analysis in this work concentrates on other issues and therefore only minor
attention will be paid to this issue.16 Similarly, regarding business, although economic
relations play an important role in identity formation and social interaction, I will not
deal with them in depth in this paper.17 I also cannot omit a role which can be played by
unions as they are on the verge between sectors. As we have seen from history, Polish
Solidarity can serve as the best example, and as they nowadays advocate social welfare
of citizens, and can definitely be considered being a part of civil society. However,
regarding the issue this work attempts to address, I believe I can ‘leave them out’ unless
special cases of their ‘bad civil’ activity are identified. I am aware that these definitional
criteria might seem rather arbitrary, but considering the volume of this work some
limitations should necessary be set forth to attempt to provide a meaningful insight into
the main research topic. Eventually, before we proceed to three selected views of civil
society18 it is important to add that every classification, as well as my own, are artificial
as in reality each conception influences and merges into the other.19

14

Edwards, 2010, p. 4. This approach is also applied by Anheier and Siebel, 1990, thus I believe that
although there could be some objections about using these terms alternatively, there is a support of the
experts in the field.
15
Chambers, 2002, pp. 90, 91.
16
Additionally to this issue – one has to judge the form of the economic entity to evaluate whether its
involvement in civil society would be relevant, because there are societies, such as Cuban, where small
private businesses form a rare space of relative freedom from the oppressive regime and thus can
definitely be considered a part of civil society. On the other hand, gigantic transnational corporations do
not fit into this definition. (Edwards, 2004, p. 28)
17
Chambers, 2002, pp. 90, 91
18
Another, though limited, approach how to grasp a vast number of conceptions of civil society is
suggested by Foley and Edwards who operate with terms ‘Civil Society I’ and ‘Civil Society II’. The first
one corresponds with the ‘Tocquevillean’ approach emphasising its ability to associate and its capacity to
maintain and develop civility, the latter stresses its capability of action independent of state and its role as
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2.1.1

Civil society as an associational sphere

Tradition of this stream of thinking dates back to Alexis de Tocqueville and his
admiration of associational life in the United States in 19th century. It is currently the
most common approach which considers civil society a part of society as a whole.
Famously described as ‘space of uncoerced human association’20 it is understood as
formed by all forms of associations – from formally registered non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) to political parties and self-help groups.21 Thinkers pursuing this
notion, represented best by both the admired and denounced Robert Putnam, believe
that associations positively influence their members by improving their cooperative
skills as well as enhancing their solidarity and public spirit. Further on, the network of
associations empowers people to articulate and aggregate their interests and contributes
to effective functioning and stability of democratic government.22
Quite unsurprisingly, as it is quite common, a dispute has developed within this line of
thinking about which groups should really be included in civil society – its core winds
around ‘political society’ formed by political parties and movements. Putnam is
reluctant to admit into civil society any groups that have gone ‘too far’ in pursuing their
goals and approximated the political arena.23 Foley and Edwards believe that political
groups cannot and shall not be excluded from civil society, as inter alia Gramsci
suggested, because as one of the roles of civil society towards the state is its control.
How can it be possibly exercised without political engagement?24 Edwards finds a
reasonable way out of this argument saying that such groups are no longer members of
civil society when they become a part of state structures – e.g. members of legislative or
executive organs.25 It is important to mention that this model does not really allow

a counterweight of state. Although their work addresses the issue of bad civil society, which will be
developed later, they pursued a different level of analysis. (Foley, Edwards, 1996)
19
Edwards, 2010, p. IX.
20
Walzer, 2007, p. 115.
21
Edwards, 2010, pp. 18 – 20.
22
Putnam, 1993, pp. 89, 90.
23
Foley, Edwards, 1996, p. 46.
24
ibidem, pp. 38, 39.
25
Edwards, 2010, pp. 25 – 28.
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excluding of any non-state or non-market groups26 which, although it might sound as a
negative feature, is actually, as it will be shown, beneficial for the aim of this work. It
allows me to use political parties as practical examples of bad civil society.
Closing note on this conception will look at need of balance. Neo-Tocquevilleans, as
they are often called, commonly concentrate on associations as the most important part,
allegedly, of civil society. For associational sphere to function properly, forms of
associations as well as relations inside and in-between should be well-balanced.
Drawing on the social capital theory, ‘bonding’ and ‘bridging’ can be distinguished.
‘Bonding’ generates reciprocity and solidarity and plays an important role in creating a
network within close groups helping its members in difficult situations. ‘Bridging’ on
the other hand reaches across traditional cleavages and creates ‘bridges’ between
communities. Edwards adds to these two forms of social capital ‘linking’, which should
help to improve connections across the whole society between state, market and civil
society.27 As it is probably apparent already from their nature, ‘bonding’ social capital
occurs more often and is created much more easily than the ‘bridging’ or ‘linking’
capital. This is also mirrored in the academic literature in the discussion about social
capital which generally revolves around the issue of ‘bonding’.
Drawing on this basic but pertinent description we can already identify deficiencies
which this approach holds regarding the topic of this work. Because neo-Tocquevilleans
perceive associations without much criticism, they rely on their ‘abilities’ to produce
positive values by their mere existence. Putnam realises that ‘bridging social capital can
generate broader identities and reciprocity, whereas...Bonding social capital, by creating
strong in-group loyalty, may also create strong out-group antagonism.’28 But neither he
nor most of his colleagues are willing to see possible problems which arise. Similarly,
the following perception of civil society which is closely connected to the associational
view does not reflect some of the possible threats which may lie within civil society.

26

Edwards, 2010, p. 29.
ibidem, p. 30.
28
Putnam, 2000, p. 23.
27
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2.1.2

Civil society as an ideal sphere

This approach refers to civil society as to an ideal – how most of us would probably
wish it to look and act. It has its roots in Greek thinking about civil society and can be
found not only in the western philosophy but also in religious – Islamic or Jewish –
doctrines. This ideal served as an inspiration for people oppressed under communist
regimes or in ‘after-Franco’ Spain and is now an aspiration for global justice movement
and all thinkers who believe that ‘another world is possible’.29 Tolerance, nondiscrimination, trust and non-violence accompanied by democracy and freedom
constitute underlying values of this stream. Shortly, it can be said that the aim of
pursuance of these values is, that we all live in the society that is civil – and not only on
the level of separate nations but also from the global perspective. If we want to explore
how specifically thinkers pursuing these ideas picture their realisation, we get back the
idealised role of associations. Because of the return of civil society into the ‘spotlights’
they are often referred to as ‘revivalists’ – Robert Putnam, this time supported by Nancy
Rosenblum can be called the flag-bearers. They claim that communities are because of
their closeness capable of generating cooperative behaviour, reinforce their own rules
via awareness of members knowing that well-being of the group depends on individual
behaviour and thus adjusting themselves.30
A critique addressed to ‘revivalists’ actually also comes back again to associations as
they see them as a main impetus of change. Simple claim that association membership
produces positive values such as fairness or civility by itself is more than doubtful.
Firstly, associations themselves cannot be the only drive of the whole society on its way
to be good and civil. There is an exigency to apply a holistic look at this issue. If we
want our whole society to be civil we need all its sectors cooperating together. We
cannot disregard either the influence of family – which is sometimes referred to as the
first ‘civil society’ and which endows individuals with basic values – or state which

29

This phrase is ‘borrowed‘ from World Social Forum which uses it as its motto. World Social Forum is
also a representative struggling for better, fairer world, at http://www.forumsocialmundial.org.br/index
.php?cd_language=2&id_menu= (consulted on 10.5. 2011))
30
Edwards, 2010, pp. 45 – 51.
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supplies framework for functioning of civil society. Additionally, economy operating
within this framework is needed as indispensable part of modern society but also in
need of other parts of civil society to prosper. Secondly, particular interests of
associations have to be also considered as these make them sometimes rather
competitive and thus do not lead to a constructive environment. 31
I believe that this concept should serve as a normative ideal to help us realise what the
aims of our civil society activism should be. But we must remain realistic as well and
consider the fact that the values and goals differ with each of the associations and that
we have to attempt to evaluate their behaviour to be able to figure out the most adequate
approach.32

2.1.3

Civil society as a public sphere

To apply relevant approaches to relevant problems the third conception of civil society,
this time grasped as an arena for arguments and deliberation, should serve as ‘an
instrument’. In this view, civil society plays a role of
‘non-legislative, extra-judicial, public space in which societal differences, social
problems, public policy, government action and matters of community and
cultural identity are developed and debated.’33
Ideas about the public sphere date back to Aristotle, though, as it is now well known,
‘public’ of that time was not really public. Since then the practical examples of
realisation of this idea can be found in ‘coffee-houses of eighteenth-century London and
Edinburgh, the fabled town-hall meetings of revolutionary New England, and the
debates that animated the public squares of all historic cities.’34 Public newspapers and
radios, book clubs or internet forums represent contemporary examples. Every society
possesses a public sphere in a different form. The best and most elaborated concept of a
public sphere, so far, was developed by Jürgen Habermas.
31

Edwards, 2010, pp. 56 – 62.
Although this is my own idea its formulation has been definitely influenced by critical views of other
scholars including Chambers, 2002, Chambers and Kopfstein, 2001, Foley and Edwards, 1996 and
Edwards, 2010.
33
McClain and Fleming, 2000 according to Edwards, 2010, p. 64.
34
Edwards, 2010, p. 66.
32
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It should be a space where discussions take place and where ‘the best’ and not ‘the
loudest’ voice ‘wins’. All of the voices should be heard and none of them ignored.
There are also exact rules and limits established for these spheres of deliberation and
both diffusion of state power as well as free flow of information are required. The aim is
to moderate radical views, as through the discussion, while people listen to each other,
their opinions might change if other arguments appear better. Another aim of this
concept is to make people decide rationally themselves what is best for their
communities, to take the politics from the hands of professionals, where it now solely
lies, and enable people to make a reasonable engagement. And even if they cannot agree
on the goals or on the ways to reach them, it is crucial to make them try to understand
each other and learn how tolerate and possibly even embrace differences between
themselves. It is also the best way to innovate – a Czech proverb reads ‘more heads
know more’ – as deliberation can help to discover new answers for old questions.35
Altogether it does sound very thoughtful and well constructed, but there are flaws to be
found even in this conception and they are not dissimilar to those of revivalists´. Firstly,
Habermas is criticised for ethnocentrism and too strict rationalism. Secondly, this
conception describes deliberative public again very optimistically – as caring about
common good and deliberating about it democratically. There is a belief that scrutiny of
civic-minded public can eliminate injustices present in society and high hopes are put
into new social movements. They are pictured as encouraging grass-roots participation
and empowering citizens with new forms and possibilities of engagement.36
Drawing on this, I believe that the whole idea of public, although itself very valuable,
cannot adequately reflect the ‘real life’ conditions. While there definitely is an attempt
to implement effective and proper public discussion there are many obstacles which
make it merely impossible. We also have to consider particular interests the actors
might attempt to pursue – thus activity in the public sphere has to be perceived from a
critical stance as the outcomes might not be those anticipated.

35

Habermas, 2006; Edwards, 2010, pp. 66 – 72.
Chambers, 2002, pp. 97, 98; Edwards, 2010, pp. 63 – 73.

36
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Further on, although we now have great possibilities of spreading our ideas, having
discussions or even initiating protests via internet, commercialisation and ‘corporate’
ownership of the media or such interpretation of property rights, which prefers business
yields rather than open resourcing of knowledge, form the another group of obstacles.
Additionally, there is not a real process of enabling people to take part in deliberation,
because some people can be prevented from realisation of their engagement due to need
to work long hours because of their economic situation or lacking assistance with
childcare. And as a result ‘a quick browse’ through news and blogs on-line is more
probable that a real in-depth discussion about urgent current social issues. People need
to get an opportunity to play their part and also to meet people from different
environments as the understanding and respect for each other are not going to come up
on its own, some incentives should be offered. 37

2.2 Conception – eclectic and critical
As it was shown there are many possible ways how to look at civil society. After a
throughout consideration I have decided to pursue an associational approach because it
is the most suitable one for the intended analysis. But, because of the rather idealising
approach ‘neo-Tocquevilleans’ pursue, the critical standpoint will be applied
thoroughly. Drawing on Foley and Edwards, I hold an opinion that groups which belong
to so called political society help to advance reasonable issues to the levels where there
is possible to achieve relevant changes. Nevertheless, it is necessary to acknowledge,
that the threat of cooptation and loss of independence of the associations, which get
engaged with politics, is present.38 Generally, all types of groups have to be admitted as
if only ‘the good ones’ count, then the reflection of any troublesome issues within civil
society is not going to be possible. Similarly, if we do not pay attention to grassroots
organisations and only deal with bigger and more developed structures our view is
limited again.39 As we will see later, some of the thinkers also try to eliminate
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‘unwanted’ groups from civil society for different kind of reasons – this arbitrariness
might suit their purpose, but as we are to identify problems surrounding rather ‘bad
groups’, we want to adhere to this feature firmly. Further, civil society is going to be
presented within possible relations to the state,40 which are going to be further
developed later.
To close this part, I would like to acknowledge that both models of civil society as an
ideal sphere and civil society as a sphere of deliberation and discussion will serve as
normative guidelines for my research. Because the aim is to identify the best possible
way how to deal with bad civil society from the position of the state, the values which
are common to these two attitudes will implicitly be present while looking for an ideal
solution.
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3 CONSENSUS, SIMPLIFICATION, OMNIPOTENCE
‘The only way by which anyone divests himself of his natural liberty and puts on the bonds of
civil society is by agreeing with other men to join and unite into a community.’
John Locke 41

Eventually, building on ‘the definition’ as it is going to be used throughout this paper,
we can now advance in our discussion and I can introduce some points which I consider
relevant for research. Civil society used to be a controversial issue about which lively
debates in academic circles were carried on. But as time developed, academics as well
as more and more actors in public space started to perceive civil society in simplified
terms of associations, specifically NGOs, and acted as it was a magical panacea for all
diseases which modern societies suffer from. We should see what has contributed to
such development, what are the issues resulting from it and why it is even relevant to
this study.
One of the reasons for such admiration could be a victory over authoritarian regimes
which is credited to civil society. Success of non-violent revolutions within Central and
Eastern Europe has revived enthusiasm about civil society and has reinforced its image
of player demanding rights and freedoms for all equally and justly. The intensity of this
notion made some scholars to claim the end of history and ideology had come. On the
other hand, in the western countries, the tiredness of growing ineffectiveness and
bureaucratisation of political parties and other bodies which are supposed to represent
public opinion together with indifference of state bureaucracy, had a similar effect.
Additionally, the hope for more involvement of civil society in the global affairs in the
post-Washington consensus era certainly raised more expectations in the connection
with civil society than ever before.42 Together with Chandhoke,43 I believe that on the
practical level this has led to ‘flattening’ of the concept of civil society. Because
international organisations as well as the states shrank the term civil society within the
discourse they use into simplified and comfortable category of non-governmental
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organisations.44 And as it was shown above this conception might be helpful for
purpose of this research but its usage without contextualisation definitely impoverishes
the variety of features and roles civil society can offer.
But why should we worry about the consensus and contentment with the development
of the third sector expressed by both international organisations and states, which are in
centre of our attention? It has apparently led to the tendency to delegate tasks onto the
shoulders of this sphere. Examples can be found not only in development where NGOs
are granted full liberty and support to pursue their activities in areas which used to be
(and according to my view should remain) in the domain of state.45 As this work is
going to deal with geographically closer areas the issues of privatisation of prisons and
detention or custody facilities present a sufficient example.46 In the academic sphere this
opinion is very well represented by doctrine called associative democracy.
Associationalism originated in the early 19th century as a original ‘third way’ approach,
after being pushed away it came back in late 20th century asking for social reform and
democratic renewal. Associationalism attempts to expand democratic governance within
civil society and wants to see ‘as many social activities as possible...devolved to selfgoverning voluntary associations... (which should) give the affected interests voice and
thus promote government by consent throughout society and not merely formally in the
state.’47 This idea is not completely wrong and can result into ‘win-win’ scenario where
NGOs have better capacities and are willing to help relieve state of its overload of
responsibilities and provide desired services for public benefit.48 But, as I will attempt
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to show, the picture is not black and white and such success should not be taken for
granted.
From my point of view, the issue of accountability constitutes the major drawback.
Because states have certain responsibilities towards their citizens – NGOs do not.49 And
although there have been many power-sharing shifts going on, states still remain
‘central agents in achieving distributive justice, enforcing rights, providing security, and
carrying out many other functions necessary to democracy.’50 It is obvious that NGOs
can be held accountable for deficient provision of goods or services with the help of the
judicial system of the given state – in such case, there is eventually no relief for the state
as it has to deal with possible insufficiencies and complaints. Regarding accessible
enforcement of state´s accountability, I see more avenues for this – firstly constitutions
of the states promise to secure certain rights and some even refer to adequate level of
standard of living. Secondly, the states which are going to be dealt with are parties to
ECHR and ratified several conventions securing other rights of their citizens. These
international treaties offer mechanisms capable of enforcement of state´s obligations.
Referring to the relevance of this remark for the whole work, I believe that this kind of
reliance on civil society is also connected to its further simplification and idealisation
from the stance of the state. As the aim of this writing should be a critical muse about
relations of state and specific part of civil society I assume that state´s uncritical attitude
towards general civil society can imply similarly simplified and flattened view on bad
civil society specifically. This can result into a state´s incapability or reluctance to admit
an occurrence of possibly problematic issue and thus failure to apply adequate
measures.
Shortly summarising, I hold an opinion that too much reliance on civil society
embodied in NGOs and also reluctance to safeguard some areas of services for its
citizens or maybe even willing delegation of such services without real need for, it can
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lead into states washing their hands clean of the responsibility for issues they certainly
should be responsible for. At this stage we should eventually proceed to the
characterisation of bad civil society, render its meaning and attempt to identify threats
which arise in this relation within civil society.
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4 BAD CIVIL SOCIETY
‘If civil society is a beachhead secure enough to be of use in thwarting tyrannical regimes, what
prevents it from being used to undermine democratic governments?’51

As it was shown above certain issues have arisen regarding changes in roles and
positions of civil society. In this work, civil society is envisaged as a part of society and
represented mainly by associations. What then forms a ‘bad civil society’? The
following part of this thesis should deal with this concrete variable and attempt to make
its conceptualisation. Although it might seem an easy task, as it was already mentioned
in the introduction, it is unfortunately not so. I would like to show that this area of
research has been in seriously underdeveloped in the western world and thus I hope to
shed light on this controversial issue, which seems to be regarded by many researchers
as unimportant.52
Firstly, to operationalise bad civil society it has to be said why this term has been
selected. Quite commonly, a phrase ‘uncivil society’ is used for the same phenomenon
which I intend to examine here, but I have decided not to opt for this phrase mainly
because it carries multiple meanings. Although authors mostly use this expression in the
sense which resembles our conception of bad civil society, there is an influential group
of authors, represented inter alia by John Keane, who describe the uncivil society as a
predecessor or a counterpart of the civil society. Keane talks about teleological
development from barbarism towards the civil society and warns that even after society
becomes civil there is still danger of slipping back to incivility. Interestingly enough for
this work, state is referred to as one of the sources of such danger because of its capacity
to use an excessive force against society and thus it is safer when the state is under
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control of other (specifically supranational) body, 53 which corresponds with the idea
presented in the previous chapter. Finishing the defence of selection of this term –
Keane, and also other authors, grasp uncivil society as ‘a whole unit’; on the other hand,
I understand bad civil society as being a part of the whole civil society. This conception
is drawn from the authors influenced by the critical theory and it is also solely their
work which deals with bad civil society as with a specific problem.54
Bad civil society issue can be described as a problem of particularist civility. This
civility contains all positive features associational life can offer but only limits benefits
resulting from that to its own members. On the other hand, democratic civility, which
should be ideally inherent to associations, does not limit its influence and ‘offer’ its
goodness to all members of society. This can be also captured referring to the value of
reciprocity which is vital for a healthy associational life. Bad civil society groups do not
promote this value towards people outside their circle, they rather use language of hate,
bigotry, racism and xenophobia.55 To identify them requires evaluation of their
interaction with other groups as well as examination of values these groups develop and
respect and the methods they use to promote them. To clarify the definition, I will use a
‘practical insertion’ when looking at the areas where bad civil society generally
‘performs’. From my point of view, most of the bad civil society activities can be
included under a ‘label of hate’ which is characterised by activities ranging from verbal
assaults to violence ‘directed at a wide range of individuals because of their particular
identity.’56 Such hate can be expressed in many forms of extremism and radicalism,
namely e.g. through racism – generally aimed at minorities within the state (e.g. Roma
population or immigrants) or hate speech or hate crime which could be directed towards
literary any distinct groups within society – sexual orientation and religion can be
named as representative ‘grounds for attack’. To summarise in my own words, bad civil
society forms a part of civil society and bad civil society groups function basically on
the same principles as the ‘good ones’. Bad civil society does not have to be violent,
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spreading or incitement of intolerance or hate are, from my point of view, sufficient
grounds for labelling a group as ‘bad’.
We will see some of the contemporary examples later in this work, but to illustrate
possible impacts of ‘default’ bonds in society we can have a look in the recent history.
For example, we cannot say that the civil society of the Weimar republic was
completely bad because it flourished and engaged citizens helping them distract
themselves from the ‘unhappy time’ they lived in. But because of this activism and
probably the desire for change this civil society helped to get in power to one of the
most horrendous regimes of human history.57 Similarly, societies in Lebanon or Rwanda
were very vivid and active ahead of outbreak of civil wars – but local associations were
divided according to religious and ethnical cleavages which sharpened divisions
between them. Edwards suggests that ‘the problem here is not collective action per se,
but collective action allied to other factors that turn it in particular directions for good or
for ill.’58 I do not intend to claim that contemporary bad civil society is influential to
such a large extent, but it reflects tendencies present in society which should not leave,
at least, social scientists undisturbed. We could ‘stay calm and carry on’ ‘if we knew
for certain that movements that are bound together by hate or advocate antidemocratic
principles would always remain marginal and few in number...But we do not know
that.’59
Considering current thinkers we can find some references about incivility or uncivil
tendencies of civil society in the work of some other authors, but even if they admit
there is an occurrence of such phenomenon, they do not address it as a problem.
Revivalists praise ‘long civic generation’ after WWII but do not pay attention to fact
that this generation is the same one which was lynching African-Americans,
confiscating Japanese property and was discriminating on many grounds in many
areas.60 Putnam, although admitting that bonding social capital can society rather divide
than connect, indomitably claims that it is always better to be a joiner than not to be. He
57
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believes, that passivity and non-participation are definitely bad for social capital a thus
for society.61 Similarly, Rosenblum, as was already shown, though she tends to be
sceptical about political effects of associational life, believes that there is generally an
important contribution of associations to the cultivation of peoples´ abilities of
cooperation.62
Not to leave out other thinkers who reflect the possibility of denotation of uncivil
tendencies – Chandhoke acknowledges there are many ways in which civil society can
perform its incivility, but uses only the post-communist states as examples and does not
explore her thoughts any further.63 Green, coincidentally also dealing with area of
former Soviet bloc, looks critically at current approaches towards civil society claiming
that we should be aware of the possibility of development of rather anti-democratic
values and norms in civil society.64 But he does not suggest whether or how to tackle
this either.
Chambers and Kopfstein attribute this dismissing attitude to the fact that authors still
think in a rather outlived dichotomy of associational life to apathy and isolation of
totalitarian regimes which is not valid in contemporary liberal-democratic societies. The
attention should be rather paid to the forms of associations which arise and function in
our societies.65 I think these views reflect general confidence, bordering with an
arrogance, which we have in our regimes. Because we do not consider such groups a
potential threat to our systems we do not pay attention to signs it might say about
deficiencies in our societies. But as I have acknowledged such a problem does exist, I
can now proceed to identification of plausible explanations of its emergence.
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4.1 What can create bad civil society?
There are countless of possible levels how to approach identification of the source of
rise of bad civil society. Firstly, attention will be paid to structural settings which can
influence or even incite rise of bad civil society – namely three grounds for such
development have been identified, all intertwined, possibly reinforcing each other: 1)
unresponsiveness of state, 2) more active participation of radical individuals, 3)
economic and social ground and inequality. Afterwards, perspective from the level of an
individual will be offered.
Foley and Edwards approach the issue from institutional point of view which also refers
to later developed relationship between state and (bad) civil society. They believe that
‘where the state is unresponsive, its institutions are undemocratic, or its
democracy is ill designed to recognize and respond to citizen demands, the
character of collective action will be decidedly different than under a strong and
democratic system. Citizens will find their efforts to organize for civil ends
frustrated by state policy – at some times actively repressed, at others simply
ignored. Increasingly aggressive forms of civil association will spring up, and
more and more ordinary citizens will be driven into either active militancy against
the state or self-protective apathy.’66
Fiorina looks specifically on political participation and although he concentrates on the
United States, I believe that this assumption could be generalised in the environment of
western

democracies.

He

assumes

that

political

groups

radicalise

because

‘unrepresentative people’ get involved – they have the strongest interest into advocating
their views and at the same time are the most radical ones in the society. ‘Mainstream’
society stays rather passive as it is generally willing to accept reasonable compromises.
He describes the tendency that more people are more engaged in their local
communities but lose interest in politics as a generally negative feature of civil
society.67
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The issue of inequality and economic frustration is addressed by more authors.
Chambers and Kopfstein describe the reasons most appositely saying that ‘economic
insecurities weaken commitment to core liberal democratic values by giving people
reasons to distrust the promises of liberal democracy.’68 Edwards believes that reduction
of inequality is the key element for possible limitation of surge of bad civil society.
Because both education and economic differences result into inequality disadvantaging
poorer and less educated ones, who, according to my opinion have less opportunities
and literary less energy to take part in public affairs. These differences also manifest
themselves in the power of associations to make their voices heard, because community
of educated or better off people has more potential to form relevant group and create
enough pressure to push their interest through – working class neighbourhoods are in
less favourable position.69
Moving forward to the individual level tendencies, I have to acknowledge that exploring
this area deeply and thoroughly is far beyond the scope of this work. But I would like to
suggest, drawing on the definition of bad civil society, it can be said that ‘simply
human’ rivalry of value systems of individuals, lack of tolerance, different perceptions
and opinions on controversial issues or feeling of exclusivism within group can, in some
cases, lead certain people to expressing their frustrations or discontent in extreme or
even violent ways. Additionally, Neuman argues that although people generally approve
ideas of democracy and tolerance on the theoretical level, their support for such values
decreases when they face practical issues connected to them. Level of tolerance also
correlates with the ‘mood’ of society when there are certain periods of time when
tolerance of certain groups is not considered adequate (e.g. expulsion of Germans from
some European countries after the WWII). Neuman also provides a specific example
which can help to illustrate the psychological aspect of tendency to align to radical
groups – the concept of social dominance orientation (SDO) which describes need of
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some people to exercise dominance over others, preference of hierarchy and tendency to
exclude those they dislike from ‘their group’.70
To summarise, I do believe that if we do not pay enough attention to the issue of bad
civil society, it can undermine our democracies and cause a loss of trust of citizens into
it. Because bad civil society, as I see it, not only undermines democratic governance but
also – and that is also very important – infringes on others people´s rights and freedoms
as I will show in the chapter dedicated to human rights perspective. I consider that a
main challenge posed towards state which brings us back to the main question of this
work – how should the state regulate this part of civil society.
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5 THE STATE AND (BAD) CIVIL SOCIETY
‘To understand the role of civil society in the modern world, we must discern how and under
what circumstances a society's organized components contribute to political strength or
political failure.’ 71

As I have shown the issues which surround civil society in the previous parts of this
paper, it is time now to advance and have a closer look at the state as the ‘other part’ of
the studied relationship. It has been said in the introduction that the state I have been
and will keep talking about, is defined by traditional ‘Westphalian’ criteria with the
notion about the changes connected to the processes of globalisation, decentralisation
and other which currently, allegedly, cause ‘withering’ of the state. I have already
indicated that my view of this problem is rather ‘state-centric’ and thus I will devote this
chapter to further explanation of my position. I will attempt to do so together with a
presentation of approaches of the state towards other sectors of society, including bad
civil society. I would like to draw attention to the fact that literature dealing with state´s
approaches or policies towards civil society does not mention bad civil society at all.
Neither have any of the authors make even an impression they count on possibility of
appearance of such a phenomenon. I will try to formulate and suggest possibly relevant
attitudes towards bad civil society building on my acquired knowledge about the issue
throughout this chapter. Later, I will attempt to match the theoretical concepts with the
practical cases. First of all, I come back to the connection between the state and society,
with other parts of my analysis following.

5.1 An inseparable ‘couple’
During the long history of philosophical thinking, civil society and the state have
always been addressed in the relation to each other. It was only during the earlier
mentioned ‘rise and shine’ period of 1980s when it happened for the first time that civil
society was considered being an alternative to the state. We have seen the examples of
this ‘wave’ in the ‘third world’ countries whose governments are considered feckless
and thus donor agencies bypass them by supporting NGOs in pursuing their activities
71
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straightaway. On the other hand, in the case of countries under a non-democratic rule, a
strong civil society was envisioned as the only way out of the tyranny and for that
reason also could have been seen as a durable alternative to the state.72 I make this
comment intentionally to emphasise its non-viability. I believe that thinking about civil
society in such way had flown away with the disillusionment which followed, after civil
societies in former communist countries took power themselves. It is also believed that
lessons have been learnt from the development engagement and some substantial shifts
have occurred. Having explained the main feature of my approach, I have made the
ground ready for the presentation of the relationship between the state and civil society
– starting in more traditional way, building on the governance theories.

5.2 The resilient state73
Nowadays, there are tendencies to talk about marginalisation of the state, which became
just ‘one of the actors’, and some believe that government´s positions have been
superseded by networks of cooperative actors who are no longer subordinated to any
superior authority. To offer a short categorisation – Pierre and Peters identify a
spectrum of models in which possible differences in the position of the state are visible:
1) the etatiste model where the state remains a key actor and has control over the
involvement of other actors, 2) the liberal-democratic model presents the state as
influenced by interest groups, nevertheless deciding independently who will be given an
opportunity, 3) in the state-centric model the state remains in the leading role but its
relationships with other actors are institutionalised in ‘corporate-like’ structure, 4) the
so called Dutch model only ascribes to the state a role of merely one of the actors and 5)
the governance without government model describes the state rather as an arena where
private actors play their part.74
I am aware of the changes and of the emergence of new actors involved in governance,
but I believe that the state remains in the ‘centre of happening’ – it forges new
72
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partnerships and adopts wider range of strategies. I agree with Bell and Hindmoor who
say that ‘...even when governments choose to govern in alternative ways, the state
remains the pivotal player in establishing and operating governance strategies and
partnerships.’75 There is no doubt that governments employ ‘smart’ regulatory measures
more often these days, but even when they give up some of their competences they
arrange the structures in such a way as to retain decisive authority in their hands –
devolution in the United Kingdom or behaviour of most of the states within the
institutions of the EU can serve as examples.76

5.2.1

Governance models77

As I will show, not all five of following governance models bear same validity for the
problem I analyse in this work, some of them are more relevant than others, but I have
decided to present at least briefly all of them to offer a coherent theoretical picture.
5.2.1.1

Communities and associations

I will start with two modes of governance which, although generally representing the
changes in the area of governance, do not constitute a relevant method to approach bad
civil society – governance via community engagement and governance via associations.
The first mode is mainly realised through involvement of the local communities via
processes of decentralisation, the latter then through cooperation of the state with
groups in the area of implementation of policies, information exchange and mutual
assistance. Both of these modes require certain level of power-sharing, though, as I have
argued, the state still remains the main coordinator and in fact decides when and how
other actors will be allowed to take part. In the relationship of the state and associations,
the state searches support and help in certain areas, where it lacks capacities. The state
can become heavily dependent on such relationship which can lead to a necessity to
75
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provide further incentives to motivate the cooperation with associations so that it
remains attractive for them.78 This is an additional theoretical note coming back the
issue of reliance of the state on non-state actors.
5.2.1.2

Markets

Next mode shows possibilities of governance via markets presenting growing use of
business in governing. Probably the best proof of such development is an increasing
cooperation via public-private partnership (PPP).79 Markets can also help the state in
areas where it does not have its own capacities, the state has power to provide safe
environment for such activities and, similarly to the cases above, retains control and
power to ‘manage’ the market.80 As I will show in short summary of this chapter this
mode does not seem adequate for addressing bad civil society either.
5.2.1.3

Persuasion and hierarchy

Finally, I have proceeded to the two most suitable modes of governance regarding bad
civil society – governance via hierarchy and governance via persuasion. Starting with
the latter, this form of governance has not been explored as much as others but it has
definitely become a relevant way of the broadening of the influence of the state upon its
citizens. Although this way of governing needs to rely on willingness of the ‘targets’ to
comply, which is not always effortless, it constitutes a powerful non-coercive way of
achieving common good goals and definitely deserves further examination. Coming
back to the first category of hierarchy, this is probably the most common and most
familiar way the state addresses and deals with its citizens – through authoritative
imposition of direct orders and legal or other measures. A growth of range of forms of
authoritative governance has been documented and the issue of excessiveness of some
of the measures has been (and I believe it should be) questioned.81 This form of
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governance is far from disappearing or being replaced, it is just increasingly
supplemented by other modes of governance.82

5.2.2

Relevance regarding bad civil society

Should I summarise the relevance of the modes of governance presented above for my
research topic I can start with the first two mentioned. Neither governance through
associations nor governance through community action provide adequate framework for
tackling the issue of bad civil society associations. Drawing from the definitions I have
provided earlier, I would not expect that bad civil society groups would get engaged
with local issues in reasonable way or that they would be considered a welcomed part of
local communities.83 But the examples are known. Chambers and Kopfstein talk about
Nation of Islam, an association promoting hate and racism, which is in the same time
very popular among African-Americans in certain areas, because it produces many
‘goods’ – such as fighting crime and addressing security in the areas where the
government has failed to do so.84 The message of this note is, I believe, obvious – the
state should definitely not engage anyhow with such groups, needless to say to provide
them with any form of support. The state should rather aim at improvement of the
provision of the services it is responsible for, so that it can prevent increase of
popularity of such movements.
As regards the governance through the markets, I do not see many chances that bad civil
society organisations could be firstly able and secondly allowed to become a part of any
form of public-private partnership.
Eventually reaching two modes of governance I find relevant and possibly sufficient for
addressing the problems bad civil society groups can cause. Starting with the mode of
persuasion, it might seem impossible and I do admit this idea is a bit idealistic, but still
it might hold some water. Persuasion can be, from my point of view, used as a
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‘preventive measure’ in regulating bad civil society and I will attempt to confirm my
idea with illustrative examples in the empirical part of this thesis. I believe that the state
can influence (e.g. through informative campaigns) opinions of its citizens regarding
e.g. minorities or immigrants and thus reduce their tendency to trust radical or extreme
movements. This can potentially reduce numbers of people joining such groupings. I am
aware, though, that such activity cannot gain results easily on its own and should ideally
be accompanied by other measures. Lastly, I think that governance via hierarchy is an
obvious mode which can effectively tackle bad civil society. If some of its actors
infringe the law, they can be punished. As I will show, the balance has to be found so
that the limitations set forth by the state are not too extensive. By and large, I will
explore the issue mainly within two modes of governance. I have opted for governance
via hierarchy as the main (and only) model which can deal with bad civil society, but
governance via persuasion will be embraced as possibly preventive way to address bad
civil society issues.
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6 DIFFERENT VIEWS, DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS
‘In a democracy, the government should make use of all available legal measures to
protect the liberal democratic basic order.’85
According to Edwards there need to be strong and clear relations between the state and
civil society, because valuable cooperation can only develop and bear fruit if civil
society acts from the position of an informed and capable counterweight – because if
people lead vivid associational lives but do not go to the elections and lose the trust into
state institutions that cannot be a healthy development.86 This chapter will introduce
selected views on the relationship between the state and civil society with an attempt to
map a theoretical background for later conclusion of possibly suitable ways to tackle
bad civil society. They complement and develop, each to a different extent, the
categorisation I have made in the previous chapter. After a general look at an interaction
between the state and civil society views from ‘idealistic’, liberal, regulatory and
Marxian stances will be presented.

6.1 Mutual interaction
Moran, drawing on Majone,87 talks about the main roles of the modern state among
which there are redistribution, stabilisation and regulation. In the framework of these
functions the state provides polity for civil society as well as legal framework for its
functioning. The state enables associations to gain legal personhood, forms limits to the
authority of associations over their members as well as towards outsiders. Further,
regarding responsibilities of the state, those should at least amount to the provision of
civil peace and distribution of rights and, on the ‘generous end’ to public funding,
general support or even recognition of group identity. A reminder should be made here
regarding the dangers of such penetration of the state in the life of associations as public
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subsidising can lead to the loss of their independence and adjustment of their behaviour
in the way ‘suitable’ for donors.88
On the other hand, civil society is believed to fulfil a set of ascribed roles which lead to
an interaction with the state and should not be forgotten89. Firstly, civil society fulfils an
economic role such as providing services – this is one of the controversial issues as I
have mentioned above because there are many tasks put on the shoulders of civil society
for which the state gives up its responsibility. Secondly, there is a social role which
should be expressing itself in production of social capital mainly through elements of
associations. This role cannot be taken for granted as I am trying to show throughout
my whole work, that social capital and civic virtues are not always results of the
associational life. Lastly, there is a political role which dwells in promotion and
pursuance of good governance and scrutinising of state´s activity.90
All these qualities generally refer to the civil society as it is ‘traditionally’ perceived,
but what if it is a bad civil society on the other end of an imaginary rope? Then, if an
established framework does not set adequate and quality rules it can be evaded and bad
civil society can use such deficiencies to undermine democracy and trust. As Berman
puts it – ‘associationism should be considered a politically neutral multiplier – neither
inherently good nor inherently bad, but rather dependent for its effects on the wider
political context.’91 Only if the state approaches civil society this way, there can be a
chance that policies it pursues are adequate.

6.2 ‘Most common’ note – back to idealisation
I have already mentioned above that idealisation of civil society in general can lead to
establishment of policies which can be useless when troubles occur. Similarly, it is
precisely the idealised, or uncritical, view of civil society which is very much present in
the discussion about the relationship between the state and civil society.
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Rosenblum, this time together with Robert Post, believe that, on one hand, the state
should help to enhance cooperation within civil society and, on the other hand, it should
also control that society is not violent and oppressive. Thus government actually partly
‘forms’ civil society – if there are not any limits to the pluralism within the society, they
believe there will be anarchy and chaos.92 This could lead to the infringement of both
collective and individual rights which would have no meaning if law was not
enforced.93 I can endorse this conception without problems. Further, I do agree with
their observation regarding the boundary between the state and civil society as they
claim it is in a way flexible depending on political culture or historical experience. I do
not object either when they argue government has to be able to address inequalities
which are within civil society.
Additionally, and here I see a catch, according to them the state should not pursue
particularist interests and should act independently and impartially.94 Impartiality of the
state constitutes, from my point of view, a threat of looking at civil society groups as if
they are all the same. I have mentioned above that such scrutiny of civil society is
usually done ‘with the rose-tinted glasses’ and leads to the uncritical view of civil
society. Thus this stance cannot be implied in the case of bad civil society because it
completely lacks any critical reflection of the possibility of occurrence of uncivil
behaviour. On the other hand, on the flip side of the ‘coin of impartiality’ another stance
is offered – impartiality is, from my point of view, hardly possible, as there is always
some dominant ideology of the state present. If we endorse this, a new window of
opportunity is opened offering an alternative approach towards bad civil society – if
democracy and respect of human rights are the dominating ideology, it should implicitly
mean that the state should act according to this ideology. Unfortunately, this is not
always the case. Because in the reality of actual policies economic and other interests
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often influence policy outputs more than the human rights discourse and preferences are
given to the economic advancement at the expense of protection of human rights.95
To summarise shortly their view on civil society in the relation with the state they
believe that
‘...associations must be free from intervention that undermines their singular
purposes and activities, inhibits self-definition, chills expression, or threatens
viability. To the extent these limits are transgressed, civil society is endangered.’ 96
This quotation perfectly shows the limits of this stream of literature regarding this issue
as these authors do not even think about the possibility of occurrence of bad civil
society groups. Although I tend to pursue a liberal approach with regard to this issue,
sticking to this recommendation would lead to opening the way to express their views
without possibility to limit its impact. I argue that it relieves the state of an obligation it
has from my point of view – to address offensive and intrusive behaviour of some parts
of civil society.97

6.3 Note on classical liberalism
I feel it is necessary to mention liberalism as a current of thinking not only because I am
dealing with liberal democratic states but also because I believe, it has been recently and
contemporarily the most influential ideology.
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Classical liberalism, as it serves as a source to many views I have been dealing with in
this paper, bears many features which make its approach towards civil society
insufficient from my perspective. Building on thinkers such as Locke, Hume or Smith
liberalism has gained respect for civil rights and has been to a large extent triumphant in
the spreading democracy around the globe. The problem of this philosophy, and de
facto my own, as I have already pointed out, is its optimism and tendency not to be
critical. This is also the ‘heaviest’ legacy which could be said to prevent liberals from
recognition, and consequently addressing, of controversies occurring within civil
society. But liberal approach of the state bears from my point of view very important
value of respect to liberties and freedoms on which I am going to build my own
arguments as well.
Liberals draw quite a visible line between the state and civil society ascribing certain
roles to each other and emphasise their mutually reinforcing positions. The state in
traditionally liberal view is minimal and doing only what is necessary, thus causing
least possible harm. Scalet and Schmidtz additionally address issue of liberal tolerance.
They refer to freedom of parents to choose ‘life-path’ for their children – I believe this
dilemma can be transferred into the dilemma of the liberal state towards bad civil
society. The question in this illustrative case is whether parents should have freedom to
educate their children in fundamentalist way and thus possibly infringe their future
opportunities to enjoy their lives within liberal societies fully.98 I will take a liberty here
to anticipate one of my conclusions I am going to formulate later. Not only groups
which violate law have been identified as being a part of bad civil society and the
question lies whether the state, in our case liberal democratic one, can take any action
against such bad civil society which complies with the legal framework established by
the state. I conclude that the range of actions which the state can take is rather limited –
my main assumption is, that the legal framework of the state, which sets the rules for
(bad) civil society, should be designed the way, that it protects vulnerable groups and
whilst providing freedoms and rights it should clearly create boundaries. Because of the
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respect to freedom of its citizens to choose associations they want to take part in the
state cannot deliberately limit their existence. Solving this trouble equals squaring the
circle. Should I identify any plausible solutions, I will present them later in this work.

6.4 Regulatory note
Literature dealing with the regulatory state is definitely another relevant source of view
at the state – civil society relationship. While I cannot consider all the particular views
present in the literature dealing with regulatory approach, I believe that the concepts
most relevant for my research have not slipped through my fingers. In his overview,
Moran discusses all relevant issues which are currently studied by scholars dealing with
regulation and although this field of studies deals mainly with economic issues some
ideas also have certain validity for the problem addressed here. A ‘command’ is
identified as a traditional form of regulation and, in short, corresponds with orders or
regulations ‘sent’ directly from the state towards society (e.g. tax increase). But, as
some of the scholars argue, this form of regulation is not effective any more regarding
the changes in the position of state in the network of other actors (e.g. international
sphere). Thus a notion of self-regulation comes as a helpful concept. According to some
scholars, this ‘form’ of regulation is at the end the most effective one, though it is not
easily generated because it requires common sense of obligation and willingness to
comply with set rules.99 Transferring the conception on civil society, I do not doubt that
some actors (associations) willingly adjust their behaviour for both their benefit (being
positively perceived) and that of all society (pursuing common good goals), but in the
case of bad civil society we can definitely say, that this is not the path to follow.
On the other hand, a conception of ‘responsive regulation’ brings some more
alternatives how to tackle the problem we face. Moran draws here mainly on the work
of John Braithwaite100 and it actually corresponds with the theories of governance
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introduced above. ‘Regulation is pictured as a pyramid of activities, beginning with
persuasion at the bottom, and ending with a variety of draconian penalties at the top.’101
Concluding on this suggestion I say, correspondingly to the maintenance of my critical
view, that voluntary or persuasive methods could possibly have some effect as
‘preventive’ measures but they are going to be rather ineffective if we aim to address
radicals or extremists who are ‘already in action’. This supports my decision to use the
hierarchical model as the most suitable one for addressing bad civil society.

6.5 Short Marxian note
To add a distinct view, Marxian perception of the state relationship regarding civil
society is unsurprisingly different and very much concentrates on the issue of state
control. Robson, whom I have opted for as a representative of this approach, perceives
state control of society rather negatively arguing that the state tends to limit community
action which challenges its power. He illustrates that showing the case of British and
Irish activists whose activities are believed to be depending not only on state support for
their activity but also on the needs of the state. He additionally supports this illustration
by historical examples of Chartist movement or Fenians who were extensively
monitored and special measures were issued by the Parliament to control their
revolutionary tendencies.102 More attention will be paid to his ideas in the empirical part
of this work.

6.6 A brief summary
I have attempted to show that political science literature, which is the main source of
this work, addresses the issue of bad civil society from the position of the state rather
indirectly dealing with general positions of the state towards other actors. Building on
this, I have identified governance approaches addressing communities, associations and
economic actors unsuitable for the analysis of the relationship between the state and bad
civil society. On the other hand, governance models using persuasion and hierarchical
orders as their source are, each to different extent, useful for my aim. Human rights
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aspect of the studied issue will follow in the next chapter, then I will present an
empirical experience of the states and will try to ‘mix and match’ the theory and the
practice with and attempt to figure out what are the viable avenues for the complicated
relationship between the state and bad civil society.
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7 HUMAN RIGHTS PERSPECTIVE
‘This will always remain of the best jokes of democracy, that it gave its deadly enemies
the means by which it was destroyed.’103
Globalisation together with other changes in political sphere has challenged many
earlier safe positions and roles of the state but
‘states have proved to be surprisingly resilient and innovative in meeting a variety
of challenges, for example financial constrains, powerful organized interest or
even political protest and legitimacy crises.’104
Additionally, in some areas states have even adjusted to the new conditions voluntarily
and have embraced new roles and responsibilities resulting from them – participation in
the system of protection and promotion of human rights definitely represents one of
these areas. Not only the human rights protection on the level of the state by its
constitution and laws should be taken into account but also international obligations
states have bound themselves to respect must be mentioned.
My intention has been to analyse the state´s position towards bad civil society and for
this purpose human rights perspective cannot be left out. Firstly, rights of those who
become a target of bad civil society are at stake, which should not be forgotten. But
what is more important from the perspective of this work is that also bad civil society,
embodied in groups, like it or not, has its rights as well.

7.1 National human rights measures
As I have already emphasised in the introduction, this work addresses western
democratic liberal countries. Thus it is not difficult to identify measures which have
been adopted by the states to protect their citizens´ rights and freedoms. To illustrate but
few of such measures I can start with an example of the Czech constitution. The Charter
of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms forms an integral part of the Czech constitutional
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order.105 This Charter establishes protection of sets of civil, political, economic, social
and cultural rights as well as rights of minorities106 – to my best knowledge, such
charter resembles provisions which constitute parts of legal systems of many European
countries. To show an example from a different political environment, the Constitution
of the United States of America with its Bill of Rights consisting of ten Amendments to
the constitution, represents protection of basic rights and freedoms from the very
beginning of the state´s existence in the 18th century.107 I will show later, that the
interpretation of these amendments and the insistence on their protection cause many
controversies till nowadays.
Moving on from the constitutions there have been also laws implemented to either
enhance protection or to amend gaps in the original system. In the United Kingdom, the
Human Rights Act 1998108 ensures that citizens have the possibility to argue the rights
that they are entitled to under the ECHR and also the courts are allowed to adjudicate
directly on issues in the Convention.109 It has compiled rights and freedoms which have
been scattered within the British ‘unwritten’ constitutional system. Another example
comes from France where specific antiracism legislation was passed quite early,
compared to other European countries – in 1972. This law targets incitement of racial
hatred, allows the state to ban racist groups and specifies measures for protection of
citizens´ rights and broadens options for their defence.110

7.2 International obligations
It has been pointed out several times that the changes in the international arena and the
extensive engagement of the state on the global level have led to the widening of the
opportunities for the human rights protection and also to strengthening of their position.
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Globally, there is a system established by the United Nations – Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (UDHR) has partly become a part of customary international law111 and
system of both charter-based and treaty-based bodies has several mechanisms to both
motivate and urge the states to comply with their obligations. 112 Regarding European
environment, I can mention a regional system of human rights protection embodied by
the Council of Europe with ECtHR. Additionally, the European Union, of which the
examined states are all members, has confirmed a development of broadening its scope
from ‘simple’ economically advantageous organisation towards a regime which also
protects human rights by introduction of the Charter of Fundamental Rights.113 This
Charter has become a part of law of European Union and thus serves as an obligatory
framework for the EU member states.114

7.2.1

Obligations of the state as well as of an individual

To offer a ‘pocket’ summary of what actually are the obligations not only of the state
but also, to a certain level, of every individual, we generally distinguish two types of
obligations – negative (which can be described as a duty not to harm) and positive (an
obligation to ‘do something’).
Negative obligation is easily attached to both individual and state – as a person has an
obligation not to harm others, the state is prohibited to commit certain acts as regards all
people within its jurisdiction. Negative obligation is generally connected to the civil and
political rights115 and it can be said that it is the obligation, and possible non-compliance
with it, which I am looking at while assessing relations between bad civil society and
the state.
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Positive obligation is not that easily ascribed to everybody. It is the state as a duty
bearer who carries the primary burden to fulfil positive obligation – giving an example
from the area of economic and social rights, the state has an obligation to feed and
provide shelter for those in need.116 This obligation also refers to the activity of an
individual, but it is not possible for each individual to provide for all individuals in
need. Thus
‘a reasonable assignment of duties will have to take into account that the duties of
any one individual must be limited, ultimately because her total resources are
limited and, before that limit is reached, because she has her own rights, which
involve the perfectly proper expenditure of some resources on herself... One
cannot have substantial positive duties toward everyone, even if everyone has
basic rights. The positive duties of any one individual must be limited.’117
To close this short overview, I conclude that it is mainly the state which has
responsibility for securing human rights protection, but it is also a task for all
individuals at least not to act in breach of their negative obligations towards each other.
Obviously, should that be the case, this work would have no purpose any more.
Unfortunately, both individuals (in our case generally as members of groups) as well as
the states do not play their part as desired.

7.3 What rights are we talking about?
I will show more in depth later that there are many rights and freedoms which can be
infringed either by the action of the state in an attempt to tackle bad civil society or by
bad civil society in the connection to citizens. I would like to point out that primarily
civil and political rights are affected by the conflict between the state and bad civil
society. I will list here rights and freedoms, which I believe are the mostly affected, to
illustrate some examples of such infringements using ECHR 118 as a source.119
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7.3.1

The list

My overview, which attempts to point out some cases of conflict between bad civil
society and the state, will not be completely exhaustive. It contains cases I have come
across together with case law of the ECtHR. Starting with the right to life (Art. 2), the
case of McCann and Others vs. The United Kingdom shows, how the eagerness to
protect citizens against potential threat led to misuse of competence granted to the
British authorities.120 Sometimes the states go too far in the pursuance of protection of
their citizens and it is only the system of international law which can hold them
responsible, as it did in this case. I believe that also freedoms in articles 3 and 4,
freedom from torture and slavery or forced labour, could be misused similarly. Right to
liberty and security (Art. 5) is one of rights most likely to be affected by measures taken
by the state with the aim of limit some kind of activity – the example of the British
approach will be developed in the next section. Articles 6 and 7 (right to fair trial and no
punishment without law) have also been discussed in the context of British environment
– specifically regarding anti-terror measures, further explanation will also follow.
Further, I believe that Article 9 (freedom of thought conscience and religion) could be
easily affected, or possibly under threat, in the case when, for example, members of
religious minority in the state get involved in badly perceived or illegal activities.
Muslim charities in Britain are under closer scrutiny of both public eye and authorities,
because of the cases which draw attention to incitement of intolerance and support of
terrorist groups (case of Abu Hamza will be mentioned as an example). Next, freedom
of expression and rights to associate and assemble form another set of rights, which are
probably the most affected ones by the conflict of bad civil society and the state. Groups
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suspected of subversive, violent or terrorist activities could possibly even face a ban. I
will advance in this issue quite substantially in the following chapter showing that some
states have opted for a ban of a political party in their struggle against uncivil and
threatening behaviour – cases of the Workers´ Party in the Czech Republic or Batasuna
in Spain will illustrate this. Should the states be party to any of the Protocols connected
to the Convention, protection of property could be mentioned as it could be threatened
by possible misuse of ‘general interest’ of the state. Closing up the short overview, I
would like to reaffirm again that I am aware of the ‘incompleteness’ of the list and
possibility that other rights have also been affected by the clash between the state and
bad civil society.

7.3.2

Bad civil society´s point of view

From the point of view of bad civil society no rights are sometimes sacred. It is obvious
that bad civil society groups, as any other groups, have their rights and freedoms. But
this group of rights and freedoms constitutes in fact a ‘double-edged sword’. Bad civil
society uses, or rather ‘misuses’, all the possible protection which is provided by both
national and international measures. I will later show the case of the ban of the
Workers´ Party in the Czech Republic. This group, although it despises democratic
regime in that country, criticises European institutions and, mildly said, strongly
dislikes members of other nations, is quite happy to use the ECtHR as an ‘appeal
institution’ which should ‘sanctify’ their racist and xenophobic ideas. This note can
additionally support my argument about not using ‘cooperative’ methods of governance
in the connection to bad civil society, because bad civil society groups utilise
possibilities which democratic and liberal orders offer to offend ordinary citizens and
the order itself. In such a case not even persuasive methods can make any difference,
only direct authoritative measures can limit their activity.

7.3.3

Issue of derogation

Linked to the rights which might be threatened by the conflict of bad civil society and
the state, there is an important issue I would like to point out. It somehow categorises
‘importance’ rights – the possibility of derogation under Article 15. There is no
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derogation possible from right to life (unless fulfilling a ‘box’ of lawful killing),
prohibition of torture, prohibition of slavery and prohibition to punish without law.
These non-derogable rights shall be protected under all circumstances. This means that
exception from them cannot be used even in the case of fighting bad civil society. No
enemy of the state, terrorist or separatist, can be arbitrarily killed, tortured or punished
without support of the law. This is a limitation for the state, a threshold which should
not be overstepped – unfortunately, it has been.
What about the other rights from which derogation is possible? Can the derogation from
them be misused by the government arguing that they have to be limited because of
security or safety reasons? To illustrate the issue I will opt for an empirical example
already at this place – the example of derogation from Article 5 of ECHR (right to
liberty and security) made by the United Kingdom in the aftermath of 9/11 attacks.
The Anti-Terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 (ATCSA),121 in its Part 4, introduced
unprecedented measures, which allowed for unlimited detention of foreign nationals
suspected of terrorism. Such measures would not be permissible in the ordinary
situation because they contravene human rights obligations United Kingdom has under
Article 5 (1) of ECHR. This article protects liberty and security and does not allow for
executive detention without proper trial.122 To make the 2001 Act realisable, British
justice and immigration authority, the Home Office, introduced the Human Rights Act
1998 (Designated Derogation) Order 2001123 which provided for derogation from the
Article 5 of ECHR. The law was strongly criticised by the British authorities
responsible for review of acts in the matters of compatibility with United Kingdom´s
human rights obligations.124 Furthermore, the implementation of the 2001 Act led to
controversial decisions – for example the case of A and Others was assessed by the
ECtHR.125 The decision of the ECtHR said that being detained without charge the way
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the applicants were, amounted to the violation of Article 5, but on the other hand
claimed, that the derogation itself was done properly and, although it was
disproportionate, was nonetheless valid.126 I conclude that this decision shows the
ambiguity of the measures taken by the United Kingdom – although the rights of the
suspects of terrorism were violated, from the legal point of view, no mistake was done
because the derogation pursued by the UK was carried out consistently with legal
measures. The legitimacy of such action should definitely be doubted. Suggestions were
raised for a change of this measure and also for amendment to the way the process with
terrorist suspects is carried out. The Special Immigration Appeals Commission (SIAC)
is a special body authorised to deal with cases such as A and Others, but the manner in
which suspected persons are treated is not compatible with traditional judicial
procedures. For example, government can hold the most incriminating evidence from
the suspect and therefore he or she is not capable of challenging them.127 All of these
examples undoubtedly paint not a very positive picture of the British approach towards
international terrorists. My suggestion is in the line with Chirino´s, who says that if a
process is established
‘in which the government must bring formal charges against suspects and
incorporate terrorism cases into Britain’s established judicial system, the U.K.’s
approach could become a model for... other countries to strike a better balance
between individual rights and national security.’128
Unfortunately, to my best knowledge, not many changes have been made, although such
intrusive measures received much criticism. Instead of changes, which would allow for
more transparency and lower possibility of infringement of rights of suspects, so called
‘control orders’ were introduced within 2005 anti-terror legislation in exchange for
unlimited detention. Control orders work as house arrest with restriction including
curfew, seizure of passport or electronic tagging.129 Recently, some changes have been
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proposed and contemporary coalition government suggests replacing control orders with
other measures.130 Nevertheless, organisations fighting for the protection of human
rights say that no relevant changes are going to take place and that current government
simply ‘renames’ the control orders. Most importantly, the criticism says, these
measures do not keep citizens safe, because if people are dangerous, they should be in
prison (it has happened that the detainees fled). Additionally, the implementation of
these measures stays under control of Home Secretary and thus out of the criminal
justice system.131

7.4 Rights of ‘the affected ones’
Finally, although it is not main interest of this work, I believe it is necessary to
remember that it is not only democracy and liberal order which are under possible threat
from bad civil society. I have already mentioned that it is an ordinary citizen who is in
most cases affected by action carried by bad civil society. It has been noted that
activities of bad civil society are characterised by hate which can be manifested in many
forms – starting with verbal assaults and ending up by serious violence.132 To examine
specifically to what extent can bad civil society infringe on the rights of citizens we
would have to look at the certain groups separately and the answer would depend on the
specific activities they opt for as means of expression of their stances – ranging from
violation of right to respect for private and family life; freedom of thought, religion and
conscience; right to liberty and security to right to life or prohibition of torture or other
degrading and inhumane treatment. Such violations also amount to abuse of rights
provided.133
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Closing up this chapter with the examples of negative effects bad civil society activities
could have on ordinary citizens, I can now proceed to deeper examination of specific
examples reflecting more problems the relations between the state and bad civil society
cause.
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8 PRACTICALITIES
‘Should we stand silent, tacitly accepting the parents´ illiberal commitment to preventing their
children from acquiring the tool to freely choose among alternative ways of life? Or should we
force-feed their children a liberal education? If we do, we tacitly repudiate their parents´ way
of life. Perhaps we tacitly repudiate our own as well. After all, we´re liberals. We´re supposed
to stand for freedom of choice.134

Although it may sound irrelevant, the above quotation, as I have already attempted to
show, captures the dilemma of the state ‘whether and how’ to tackle bad civil society. I
have already identified what bad civil society is, how it possibly arises, what rights are
affected by its activities as well as what rights of bad civil society itself can be affected
by an action of the state. I have also attempted to build a theoretical structure of possible
positions of the state, which although they did not address the issue of bad civil society
directly, can be interpreted the way suitable for my analysis. The following part of my
paper, based on empirical research, will present selected examples of bad civil society
activism and reactions of respective states to them. Shorter illustrations are coupled with
two more extensive case studies addressing issues of terrorism and right-wing
extremism. They have been selected deliberately to show cases, which represent quite
diverse political environments with completely different experiences both historical and
contemporary – thus offering two distinct approaches of the state. An example of hate
speech from the United States is added as the US are ‘home’ of bad civil society theory.
My aim is not as much to compare examples provided but rather to show positive and
negative features of the presented approaches of the states. I will draw attention to the
threats the paths they have selected offer as well as try to suggest possible amendments
– the overall summary will be offered in the following chapter to provide a wellarranged and comprehensive overview of my conclusions. Before starting with the
presentation of the cases I would like to mention again, that the selection of the
examples, presenting mainly political parties, does not imply there are mainly political
parties representing bad civil society. There are several forms of groups which bad civil
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society can gather into and the solutions I will suggest in the following chapter could be
used for other types of formations too.

8.1 Hate speech versus the United States
Simone Chambers, an American theorist, is the first person from whom I have for the
first time read a text about bad civil society. She spreads the knowledge about this issue
in the United States and thus at least a small example of local bad civil society should
be offered. I have chosen cases of hate speech related to freedom of expression. From
my point of view, although I support a liberal approach, what we can see in these
examples is rather a misuse of this freedom. Instead of seeing here an issue of
infringement of freedom of expression, there is, what I would call, an ‘over-protection’
paid in the latter case by the high price of resignation and mistrust of justice.
In fact, there could be definitely much more than two practical examples dealt with in
the US because many groups defend anti-Semitic, racist or xenophobic ideas. Southern
Poverty Law Centre (SPLC)135 is a civil society organisation fighting hate and other
features which characterise bad civil society. In one of their recent reports136 they
address the rise of so-called ‘Patriotic movements’ and classify Tea Party as one of the
examples. Experts on American constitution and political behaviour say that anger has
to be let out and that keeping dissent underground will worsen the situation. Some argue
that aligning Tea Party next to neo-Nazis is an over-exaggeration.137 Well, I believe we
cannot say that Tea Party as a whole constitutes an example of bad civil society, as it
mainly represents radical dissent, but fringe groups,138 which support their rallies and
whose language amounts to threats of violence or even killing, definitely do. According
to my opinion, Tea Party, having such a broad influence, by not condemning such
expressions of hate indirectly supports it and from my stance that can lead to further
incitement of hate or even violence within society.
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Westboro Baptist Church represents a different example. It is a very small, ‘extended
family’ group which spreads a message of hate towards, inter alia, gays and Jews and
protests on funerals of fallen soldiers.139 This group, according to my definition, fits into
the bad civil society ‘box’. Interestingly enough, and also sadly, the US Supreme Court
does not think so – as in its ruling in Snyder v. Phelps it gave Westboro right to express
their opinions related to ‘public matters’ regardless of the way they had done it and the
distress they had caused the family of the deceased.140 In this case I dare to consider
American justice unjust.
It seems that not only American authorities do not consider above mentioned groups
being a problem. I have found interesting comments which refer to these articles on a
student blog and students from Rowan University have similar opinion. They claim that
Tea Party is not violent enough and the Westboro Baptist Church is really only local
and literally a large family group which does not have much influence. Protection of the
freedom of expression seems to serve as students´ main argument.141 I do not want to
disregard these arguments because they do not come from academic sphere I believe
they are more valuable exactly for that reason. These young people, potential voters and
active participants in civil society, do not consider these groups bad civil society –
inappropriate maybe, but not bad. It seems that tradition of respect for freedom of
expression is very strong in the United States and it is given way in the case of conflict
of rights. I understand that neither Tea Party nor Westboro Baptist Church can be
compared to terrorists (in the sense of violence for example) and, in the case of Tea
Party, there even might be some positive outputs of their activity for a (substantial) part
of society.142 Therefore I understand why some people, including students from Rowan
University, might argue that these groups simply present their views and enjoy their
rights. Because these groups have not infringed the law, they cannot be prosecuted
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formally. I believe American authorities should attempt for better balance between the
defence of freedom of expression and rights which might be ‘offended’ by that. Also, in
the case of Westboro Baptist Church, it is true that the influence of the group is not
extensive and informal pressure of ‘good’ civil society seems to maintain this situation.
The Tea Party case, as I have noted, mainly represents dissent with the current situation
and its mainstream is neither aggressive nor offensive. I believe that the pluralism and
diversity present in the American society will not allow further development of radical
fringe groups. Should their ill-conceived ideas extensively infringe on other people´s
rights, I believe that then it is the responsibility of the state to pursue policies to address
this.

8.2 Right-wing radicalism and racism versus Germany
The first shorter example will show how Germany attempts to tackle its bad civil
society represented by extreme right movements and parties. This case will be
contrasted to the Czech issue of banning far-right political party later in this chapter. I
have chosen this type of bad civil society in Germany because it is one of the leading
countries within the European Union, which often becomes a final destination for all
kinds of migration and thus has a diverse society with all the pros and cons.
Regarding Germany´s capability to fight extremism, there is a tool available right in the
German Constitution (Grundgesetz). The second part of article 21 declares such parties
unconstitutional, which behave or act in a way to affect, impair or abolish free
democratic order or even threaten the existence of the state. This clearly leads to a
possibility to outlaw any (neo-)Nazi or communist parties.143 Since the fall of the Berlin
Wall the popularity of extreme-right ideology has grown. Compared to Hungary, where
the Jobbik party has already made it to the central parliamentary assembly, the presence
of the National Democratic Party of Germany (NPD), which is the major representative
of extreme right in the political area, amounts to the seats held in two regional
assemblies in the formerly East Germany.144 NPD slightly lost in the last general
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election in 2009145 and according to recent investigations there have been drops in NPD
membership as well as certain loss of general support. But this should not be ‘calming
down’ information. Domestic intelligence says that numbers of violent neo-Nazis have
been steadily growing. 146
Paradoxically, the party which sends false deportation orders to politicians of immigrant
origin as a part of the pre-election campaign is still getting financial support from the
state – and thus from the tax-payers.147 Regarding this issue, fortunately, the debate on
the level of authorities is not silent and suggestions have been made to strip this party of
the support for the reasons of unconstitutionality – this would require a wide two-third
support in Bundestag as the Constitution would have to be changed.148 What I do not
understand is how it would be possible to restrain financial support for NPD on the
grounds of unconstitutionality while not banning the party itself? It seems that German
authorities look for alternatives which would help them to avoid the resolute decisions.
In my opinion, without a ban, such a change will not be possible.
There have been several attempts made to dissolve the party. They did not succeed for
several reasons. When a ‘second wave’ of attempts was made in 2008 Chancellor
Merkel argued, that dissolution of NPD would lead its members underground and thus
making it less controllable and more dangerous.149 The Czech case of dealing with an
extreme right party, although it was a bit hesitant at first, came to a positive – ‘banning’
– conclusion, which is a better way to go.150 In my opinion, both of the cases are very
similar regarding the behaviour of bad civil society groups, also both of the states had
similar positions for the regulation and I think that the Czech authorities made better use
of their chance and rightfully banned a party which behaved illegally.
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A recent incident when a ‘Nazi crossword’ was published in a party bulletin shows
another aspect of policies of German neo-Nazis – they do not want to be perceived as
being too nostalgic for the Third Reich period. This strategy should help them to gain
more voters.151 Giving this idea a little thought it leaves we with two conclusions –
either policies of such radicals will really soften because the attempt to draw new
supporters will be followed by an attempt to keep them, and therefore a necessity to
stick to the moderated policies; or it will work as a cocoon of the extreme ideas which
will burst once the party gains influence. I believe that both scenarios are possible – the
first one would be very favourable from my point of view, the latter, I do believe,
though it is possible, would not have a huge impact. I think that the part of the
population supportive of such ideas will not ever grow big enough to be able to
overthrow the democratic rule of law.
As regards the policies of the German state towards extreme right, I have shown that
bad civil society´s political activism, although probably fulfilling the criteria for a legal
ban,152 more or less functions and is supported in certain regions. But Germany has not
been simply standing by and has attempted to tackle the issue from the early stage.
Seeing the above results it is tempting to denounce its failure straight away, but the
notion of the complexity of the issue should not allow us to do so. Extreme ideologies
of whatever origin draw the attention of, among others, alienated people from the
troubled neighbourhood or poor family environment153 for many reasons – strong bonds
within the group, putative protection and respect between members. Thus Germany set
on the route of ‘granting the grassroots’ in an attempt to divert youngsters from
becoming members of such movements.
It is indeed an innovative approach. It started in the early 1990s by supporting local
projects for problematic youngsters and was followed later on by financial injections for
projects which should specifically concentrate on fighting right-wing extremism,
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fostering democratic education, promoting diversity or helping victims of violence.154
There has obviously been much criticism towards this policy. Regarding my work,
Germany actually is a relevant example of the ‘persuasion approach’ I have defended
above as a possible way of governance for tackling bad civil society – unfortunately not
a very successful example.

8.2.1

General note on right-wing extremism

I feel obliged to mention that I consider it quite worrying that this kind of bad civil
society (often hiding behind the veil of populism) is currently increasingly ‘spilling
over’ the civil society sphere infiltrating official state structures. Germany, in fact, is not
the most serious example. The case of Hungary shows Jobbik, a political party which is
aggressively nationalistic, claiming that Roma people tend not to work and radical
policies should prevent them from exploiting the social welfare system. They believe
that the prohibition of Hungarian Guards is a violation of the right to associate and
blames the Hungarian political system for being a Liberal dictatorship.155 And there are
more of these examples all over the Europe – True Finns, Geerts Wilders, Marine Le
Pen. And they indeed have certain level of popular support. They appeal on nationalism,
blame the European Union for its bailouts and identify Muslim immigrants as
scapegoats guilty of everything.156 These events show how thin is the line which divides
civil society groups and the official structures. It also supports my worries about the
negligence of the issue of bad civil society. The states have been turning their ‘blind
eyes’ to the problems which must have been ‘bubbling’ within the European society for
some time already. The rise of radicalism has come as an answer for this indifference.
It is merely impossible to address this issue as bad civil society because it has actually
ceased to be bad civil society and represents state´s authority. I think that both ‘good’
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civil society and responsible authorities can fight this because still it is not a majority of
society which believes that racism and ‘islamophobia’ are the right paths to follow.
Civil society should mobilise in the sense of participation as free election allow not only
to further rise of these groups as critics might say, but also for overthrow of such ideas.
The state authorities could firstly attempt to ‘ostracise’ these parties and secondly, if the
depend on they support, they can eliminate their influence by reasonable coalition
agreements. Additionally, as I have said above, the participation of these radical groups
in the governments could actually lead to their ‘softening’. They would not be able to
put through all the ideas they have and thus will lose some support and could in fact
slowly shift towards the ‘centre’ of the ideological axis.

8.3 The Czech Republic versus racism and hatred
Coming to the Czech example of relations between the state and bad civil society, we
will have a closer look at racist radicals – specifically represented by the Workers´ Party
(Dělnická strana). Putting the issue into the context requires some further explanations
about the Czech environment. Starting with the immigration flows, the Czech Republic
cannot be compared to Germany or other western countries, because numbers of
immigrants are much lower.157 But still, because of the similarity of Slavic languages
and former ties during the communist period, the Czech labour market is a final
destination for people coming from further Eastern Europe and Asia. But foreigners
(either job-seekers or foreign students coming from more diverse areas) become victims
of verbal or even physical assaults quite sporadically. The scapegoat is the Roma
population. Therefore Roma people have increasingly become the target of extreme and
racist groups.158 So called ‘Battle of Janov’159 can serve as an example of many violent
clashes between extremists, Roma people and police.
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This animosity has its roots in the period of communism when Roma people were
prohibited to migrate within the state and were moved to the newly-built blocks of flats.
Because they were not able to cope with the modern way of living of that period it
resulted in conflicts with neighbours. Currently, the hate towards the Romani minority
is fed, inter alia, by the accusations of exploitation of the Czech welfare system. The
perception that Roma people are deliberately living only from the subsidies provided by
the state is common not only among the general public but is, from time to time,
mentioned also by the leading politicians of the country.160
The attempt to disband the Workers´ Party started in 2008 as the initiative of the then
Minister of Interior, who claimed that the party abused democratic rules of the Czech
system and defended ideas which contradict the respect to basic human rights and
freedoms.161 But the first attempt to ban the party was not successful. Main arguments
of the Supreme Administrative Court read that government was not capable of
providing enough proof to ban the party. Putting it boldly – the state administration
acted feebly.162 There were voices which said, that the court´s decision was in fact
righteous – because the government´s advocacy of the issue was so poor, that should the
court decide in its favour its impartiality could be doubted.163 I believe this ‘stumble’
reflects how society perceives radical, and especially anti-Roma, tendencies. Mareš in
his study illustrates how even Czech politicians are somehow ambivalent, or rather
tolerant, towards radical solutions which these movements suggest.164 Obviously, this
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lack of preparation played into the hands of the Workers´ Party as it received public
attention.165
The second attempt to deal with the Workers´ Party started in January 2010. The Czech
government hired an established lawyer, who was renowned for his successes,166 and
the argumentation of the state was better prepared – new witnesses and specialists were
asked to present their opinions – and thus it resulted in the first dissolution of the party
on the grounds of incompatibility with constitution.167 The court´s decision was later
confirmed by the Constitutional Court, serving as the highest appeal court in the Czech
jurisdictional system – which dismissed the Workers´ Party´s complaint.168 Furthermore
the Workers´ Party filed a complaint to the European Court of Human Rights.169
The Workers´ Party openly used symbols and posters directly referring to the Hitler´s
regime – although they always claimed that the similarity of both the symbol of the
party itself and the posters they used during the demonstrations was purely coincidental,
the resemblance spoke for itself.170 They cooperated with neo-Nazi militant groups
(Autonomous Nationalists and National Resistance).171 The Supreme Administrative
Court, inter alia, concluded that the party
‘has as its objective inciting national, racial, ethnic and social intolerance and, as a
consequence, an attempt to limit the basic rights and freedoms of certain groups of
Czech Republic’s inhabitants, especially minorities (typically Roma, but also
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Vietnamese and Jewish, plus immigrants more generally and individuals of
different origins, skin colour or sexuality).’172
The case did not draw much attention from foreign media. It might have been a very
significant decision for the Czech political and jurisdictional systems, but within the
larger context of Europe, the Workers´ Party was only a fringe group with no real
chances to get any influence beyond a couple of areas.173
This case was, from my point of view, successfully resolved. It has shown that if the
governments want to fight extremism it has work on it properly and should not
underestimate its enemy. Although there might be formally different aims of political
parties in the comparison to other associations (as political parties usually aim at seizure
of power) the message they spread, hate and intolerance, is the same. Therefore, when
the state concludes such groups have eventually cross the border of legality of their
behaviour, I believe, they can and ought to attempt to make these groups illegal
formally.
Another conclusion, which could be drawn from this case, is about it the limits of the
‘armoury’ of the democratic state, which is available for fighting bad civil society.
Although the Workers´ Party was abolished, the authorities of the state could not
prevent the immediate establishment of the successive party – the Workers´ Party of
Social Justice174.
The Czech legal system is quite benevolent regarding the rules which have to be
fulfilled to establish a political party – at least three people have to form a preparatory
committee, at least one thousand citizens have to support the formation with their
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signature and the future party has to have democratic statues and aims.175 I believe that
similar measures are present in most of the democratically ruled countries. In the Czech
case, the importance of protection of civil and political rights was emphasised by the
legacy of the former communist dictatorship which ran the country for about fifty years.
In that period there were no political parties permitted outside the National Front which
was an ‘umbrella organisation’ constituted from the political parties and other
movements and which officially supported the communist doctrine. Other politically
active groups were ‘underground’.176 Therefore, after the transition to democracy,
freedoms to associate and assemble were on the forefront of protection and promotion –
and that is why the legislators in that period did want to restrain the freedoms by setting
more specific rules for establishment of political parties. According to my opinion, not
many restrictions can be included in laws establishing the rules for the formation of
groups or associations, because it could lead to the prevention of formation of
democratic subjects as well. Nevertheless, looking at the example of the German
constitution, some general conditions reflecting democratic order of the state could
definitely be included. For example, in the Czech case, the condition of having
democratic statues could be specified by naming what cannot be in such statues –
expressions denying e.g. equality of people or democratic order. Such limitations would
be, from my point of view, in line with respect to human rights and might help to
enhance their protection. Properly functioning liberal democratic order should be
capable of setting such limits without restricting any possible dissent a priori.
On the other hand, it also places a twofold burden on the state – firstly, to establish a
proper non-discriminatory framework; secondly, to oversee whether the rights and
freedoms are not misused. If so, as it was in the case of the Workers´ Party, a clear
signal should be sent, that rights and freedoms given by the liberal states are protected
and cannot be exploited. This argument reinforces the necessity of hierarchical mode of
governance, I have identified as key for addressing bad civil society, because, as we can
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see, any informal or persuasive attempts to eliminate negative impact of bad civil
society group was not sufficient.
I believe the attitude of the Czech authorities was better compared to the German
approach in the case of National Democratic Party of Germany, which also had features
possibly allowing for its dissolution. We have to bear in mind, that a legal framework
established by the state should be sufficient but, on the other hand, cannot be too
extensive and infringe on citizens´ rights too much, as I think it happens in the case of
the United Kingdom, which will follow. There has to be proportionality between
protection and limitations. I do not see any conflict between having a liberal and
tolerant approach, which I try to maintain throughout my paper, and, at the same time,
demand banning of the racist, offensive and intolerant association. Because living
within the democratic liberal society does not only bring rights and freedoms but also
requires using them responsibly – and abuse of rights with the aim to offend and
humiliate others, from my point of view, does not correspond with this requirement.
Thus I see the ban of the Workers´ Party as a signal to the extreme right movements that
not everything will be tolerated and although there are freedoms of expression and
association largely protected, expressions of hate towards minorities, immigrants or any
other group will be punished.

8.4 Terrorism versus Spain
Spain also had to find its way to battle local bad civil society – in this case it is
terrorism. Terrorist organisations could definitely be regarded as being a part of bad
civil society as they usually form a voluntary association and their acts are obviously
based on intolerance if not motivated by hate. Results of such acts are especially
distressful, because usually innocent people are hurt or killed and the whole of society is
affected by anger and fear. A short study of the Spanish approach to terrorism will be
followed by a larger part of this chapter devoted to the British attitude towards this
issue. The differences both in the nature of bad civil society and the reactions of the
state authorities will be made apparent.
ETA (Euskadi Ta Askatasuna, in English Basque Homeland and Freedom) is an
embodiment of Spanish bad civil society which attempts to pursue its goal by means of
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violence and suffering of others. ETA is officially recognised as a terrorist group and
has been made illegal.177 Action taken by the Spanish government affected Batasuna,
which was a political party widely perceived as a political branch of ETA, but itself
denying any connections with ETA and claiming it ‘fights’ for liberty politically. The
whole issue started in 2002 when for the first time a political party was banned under
the law on political parties – Ley Orgánica de Partidos Políticos.178 This law was
actually established to address problems which were caused by Basque separatist
activism and Batasuna. Analyses dealing with the issue say any better solution has not
yet been found. Slightly more than a third of Basques actually wished separation and the
region got an immense scope of autonomy and has been allowed to make its own
policies regarding many issues. According to the Spanish constitution, the secession is
not allowed, thus nothing more can be done.179 Dobson concludes that although there is
a possibility of an infringement on the rights of citizens associated with Batasuna, there
seems to be more benefits than risks. He believes that because of diversity of languages
and cultures in Spain, freedom of expression is much valued and government itself aims
at high level of its protection.180 Therefore these steps seem to me really as an attempt to
prevent rise of bad civil society rather than as a suppression of dissent. Although the
ban itself did not have any immediate impact on ETA activities, 181 it definitely
influenced the possibility of political activism (standing for election) and made the
Basque government to take the matter to the ECtHR and searched for support of its
freedoms of association and expression (articles 10 and 11 ECHR). The European Court
of Human Rights backed the decision of the Spanish government in its ruling from June
2009 and did not find a violation of the rights of the party.182 It is true that Batasuna
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itself did not commit any violence but its refusal to condemn acts of violence committed
by ETA, together with refusal to sign a declaration regarding respect of human rights,183
does not offer an overly positive picture.
The case is not easily solvable, unsurprisingly, as we are indeed dealing with conflict
between the state´s power and will to protect law and order, and rights of association
which claims to be innocent. There have been voices, mainly from the international
human rights community, which say that further banning of the Basque parties in 2009
and a vague definition of terrorism, which can lead to misuse or ‘overuse’ of this law,
seem worrying.
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Building on the knowledge I have about the issue as I have

introduced it so far, I have to say that a proportionality of this measure appears relevant
– Spanish authorities definitely restrict their citizens´ rights to a certain extent, but
Basque political representation does not help to find any better solutions and is not
cooperating as desired. What I did find a bit more worrying, was a recent development
of the case. A new group had arisen shortly before the regional election in May 2011
asking for ‘permission’ to take part.185 At first, bans had arisen preventing it taking part
in the election,186 but eventually those have been moved away and the new formation
was allowed to participate.187 Looking at the contemporary context holistically, I
believe that Spanish courts have proved certain reasonability as seeing that ETA has
declared ceasefire and Bildu have been claiming they do not support any violent
means188 so they have been given chance to prove it.
In this light, the Spanish authorities succeeded, from my point of view, in finding the
right level of limiting the rights of the group. In the situation when ETA did not want to
give up violence and Batasuna refused to condemn violence, it seemed, that the ban
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would help to improve situation sending the signal, that such attitude is not tolerable.
While the government opted for giving an opportunity to Bildu in a much more peaceful
climate when ETA declared ceasefire and the new party denounced violent practices.

8.5 Great Britain versus terrorism
Great Britain has a long history of fighting terrorism. Many attempts have been made to
prevent terrorist attacks, to identify and imprison people who are responsible.
Undoubtedly, some measures have to be taken, but there is also need to consider their
impact on everyday life as well as on the rights and freedoms to which both ordinary
citizens and terrorist suspects are entitled. The fight against terrorism should not make
way to arbitrary decisions or degradation of human dignity. Unfortunately, some
irreversible mistakes have been made, and thus I believe lesson should have been learnt
from them and policies, as well as specific operations, ought to be thought through and
realised responsibly.

8.5.1

Northern Ireland example

Special anti-terrorism measures started to be implemented in the period of unrest in
Northern Ireland in 1970s. The period of the Troubles was connected to the peaking
activity of paramilitary groups from both protestant (unionist) and catholic (republican)
camps. Ulster Defence Association formed the largest group in the first camp, Irish
Republican Army in the latter and both of them used terrorism as means to achieve
ends. Both groups were banned and any alliance with or support for them was made
illegal.189 The establishment of the non-jury Diplock court190 was one of the special
anti-terror measures. The scrutiny of their activity was introduced and it has recently
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started to bring unflattering results. Allegations of torture, inhumane and degrading
treatment confirmed even by former police officers show, how British authorities were
dealing with its bad civil society back in that period. Hundreds of cases are being
brought to the Criminal Cases Review Commission. So far they have shown that dozens
of people were forced to plead their guilt regarding religiously motivated crimes they, in
some cases, even could not have committed. This led to passing of judgements which
sent innocent people to prison for several years.191 The current situation regarding
Northern Ireland is mostly peaceful, but reports evaluating the third sector say there are
still religious tensions largely present in the society.192 The situation has definitely
improved after the Good Friday Agreement and the slow but steady process of
decommissioning of the weapons in use was set in motion.193

8.5.2

Current terrorism threats

Since the Labour party came to power and facilitated the official end of the Northern
Irish problem, several anti-terrorism measures have been adopted. At first as a possible
prevention of the terrorism from the side of the embittered former militia members, but
lately mainly in the reaction on 9/11 attacks in the United States and on 7/7 attacks in
the United Kingdom itself. Their common features from the human rights protection
perspective are rather worrying as with every new act194 there have been new powers
and means ascribed to police, including the length of a pre-charge detention has been
extended several times.195 Further, an issue of widening the range of activities which are
considered illegal in the connection to terrorism also raises concerns about the
excessiveness of anti-terror measures – ‘direct or indirect encouragement’, or ‘other
inducement’ are very vague terms which can bear many meanings. The Home Office
additionally published a guide which lists inappropriate behaviour and includes many
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loose terms which could often depend on personal interpretation.196 I think that such
wide scope of actions which can be considered an offence bring many ‘side effects’,
which could have negative influence on other actors in public sphere, e.g. journalists.
Such measures, which are nowadays more common, as securitisation is one of the key
features of fight against terrorism, can have huge impact on freedoms which are basic
for civil society functioning (such as freedoms of expression or assembly) and can be
misused to suppress dissenting elements within society. Therefore I believe that states
should pay better attention to clarification of vague and broad terms.
In the British case, the impact of anti-terrorism laws on the freedom of expression
within the whole society is considered quite significant. Article 19 – renowned
international NGO fighting for protection of freedom of expression and information –
says British definition of terrorism according to the Terrorism Act 2000 (with its later
amendments) is vague and too broad and allows for criminalisation not only of
terrorism as such but also of demonstrations or gatherings which cannot be considered
terrorism.197 It is understandable that terrorist groups (including al-Qaeda) were
outlawed and the financial support of such groups was prohibited. But broadening of the
scope of the acts or actions which are considered illegal in the relation to terrorism –
such as glorification, encouragement or justification of terrorism – which were put in
force by the Terrorist Act 2006 – makes the situation much more complicated for the
charities which are affiliated with certain ethnic and religious groups. 198 The British
authorities involved charities in the anti-terrorism legislation and these can be subject to
enhanced investigations. Charity Commission199 says there is not one suitable solution
to prevent abuse of charities by terrorists. Guidelines have been produced for trustees to
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prevent misuse of charities for terrorist purposes. Funds and assets have been identified
as potentially the most likely to be exploited.200 I agree with Sidel, that although both
government and the third sector ‘fight the same enemy’, the measures applied can result
in an indirect influence. So as the charities will not get involved in possibly innovative
but maybe controversial activities, not to draw attention of the authorities.201 A positive
result of implementation of these measures should be also mentioned. There have been
only two cases of the connection between UK settled charities and the support of
terrorist organisation proved.202 The case of Abu Hamza, whose speeches were
extremely radical while preaching in London´s Finsbury Park Mosque, led to a just
conclusion. Firstly, the cleric was excluded from the mosque for misusing his
position203 and later he has been extradited to the United States, where he faced charges
for financial support of terrorist organisation. While pursuing justice, British authorities
were capable of maintaining their human rights obligations because they requested an
assurance from the American counterparts about non-execution of the death penalty in
Abu Hamza´s case. Should the United Kingdom extradite him without such assurance,
it would act in the breach with the human rights their obligations.204
Coming back, a gradually increasing influence on rights and freedoms of individuals is
really the most troubling feature of these laws. There have been complaints made by
judges as well as human rights activist groups.205 Measures such as ‘stop and search’
power or control orders offer appallingly wide and unlimited space for the state
authorities to ‘play’ with rights and freedoms. Additionally, ridiculous examples of the
overuse of the ‘stop and search’ power of the police – checking a 11 years old girl at the
peaceful demonstration in the RAF base or an 80 years old RAF veteran wearing ‘antiBlair’ T-shirt206 – show that rights which should be protected both nationally (e.g. the
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Human Rights Act was introduced 1998) and internationally (within the framework of
international conventions United Kingdom is party to) have been affected. The
government argues such measures are necessary regarding the level of potentiality of
the attack.207
Moreover, the Human Rights Act does not provide much of the manoeuvring space for
judiciary as they can only declare the ‘incompatibility’ and have to leave government to
change addressed law. It is obvious that these controversial measures were promptly
adopted and largely agreed upon straight after the terrorist attacks. But later
development shows that some measures have been losing support even in the United
States where this ‘anti-terrorism-legal fashion’ started. In the comparison with other
countries, Britain is not the only one to pursue anti-terrorism policies and there are
attempts to have a common approach on the level of the European Union.
Although a threat posed by international terrorism can be seen as reasonable grounds
for strictly set laws in this area, my conclusion is that British anti-terrorism laws have
spread too many powers, which are used overly intrusively regarding ordinary citizens´
lives. This was supported, inter alia, by the ruling of ECtHR when a complaint by two
British citizens was backed. They complained that they were searched by police officers
(this competence is given to police by 2000 Terrorism Act) without any reasonable
grounds and that it amounted to an infringement of their right to private life and
conflicts also with freedom of association and expression.208 Another cornerstone of
criticism towards the British attitude addresses the introduction of the longest precharge detention among similarly democratic countries (28 days). The number of days
has been reduced to fourteen, but an emergency legislation is being prepared to prolong
the period again.209 Further, the eagerness ‘to protect’ lives of ordinary citizens has gone
too far at least in two fatal cases when British authorities wanted to stop alleged
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terrorists from finishing their task. In the first case, McCann and Others v. UK,210 as it
has been noted above, the action of the British authorities should have been conducted
in line with Article 2 of the ECHR which justifies use of force when it is absolutely
necessary and the suspects´ right to life should have been protected. The second case,
currently pending Armani da Silva v. UK, relates to the recent action by the British
authorities – a ‘possible suspect’ of London bombings was shot dead only to find out
that an innocent person had been killed.211
Having this overview of activities which have been carried out by British authorities to
protect citizens against alleged threats of what can be called bad civil society, it could
be concluded that the British government has gone too far. More importantly, there have
been some more significant ‘side effects’ of anti-terror ‘protection’ – not only has antiterrorism legislation had a negative impact on the freedoms of the unjustly convicted,
but also on the wider areas of public life – namely journalism in the connection to
freedom of speech. The Council of Europe have said that all states should pay attention
to the securing of rights they are bound to. This recommendation seems more than
relevant in the case of Britain with its ‘stop and search’ rules and increasing possibilities
to carry on extensive surveillance of its citizens.212 I further agree with the position of
Article 19 who recommend making the definition of terrorism narrower because as it is
now, it allows the state authorities to use their powers against protesters who block
streets and disrupt order – which calls for the response of the state, but definitely does
not require to use ‘the armoury’ of anti-terror legislation.213
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9 MERGE OF THEORY AND PRAXIS
‘While States must act to protect their citizens from public order and terrorist threats,
their actions must be appropriate and without excess.’214
After the examination of empirical examples, I will attempt to summarise my findings
in the following chapter. I have already made some suggestions throughout this writing
but I find it appropriate to summaries my ideas about the relations between the state and
bad civil society to be able to answer my research question: How can the state regulate
bad civil society? From the spectre of state´s governing approaches towards civil
society, I have identified that only models of persuasion and hierarchy (chapter 5) are
relevant for addressing bad civil society and this will be my point of departure for the
summary. I have decided to opt for a two-part model which addresses at least some of
the causes of development of bad civil society and offers legal framework which can
provide reasonable protection of dissent as well as just punishment when the line is
crossed. Therefore I will present my suggestion in two separate parts – firstly the preemptive measures and secondly the legal framework.
Before I start presenting my conclusions, I have to set off with an acknowledgement of
the fact that the state is aware of bad civil society. I have expressed my worry that a too
idealistic approach towards civil society can lead to an omission of its negative features.
We have been witnessing the increasing reliance on civil society as provider and
assistant of certain services in specific areas and thus I feared that the state would
perceive the whole civil society very positively not leaving a margin to assess its
possible negative features. This has not proved to be true. The cases I have dealt with,
as well as policies states use, have shown that the states are very pragmatic. It can
actually be said that states identify what they consider being bad civil society – whether
it is radicalism or terrorism which are identified as enemies, they are addressed in that
fashion without any doubt. This note actually constitutes a first conclusion I have
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reached during my research – although the theoretical literature does not address bad
civil society issue, practical politics does.

9.1 Pre-emptive measures
In the case of radicalism, racism and xenophobia it is obvious that Workers´ Party or
any of its ‘successors’ in the Czech Republic, German NPD or Hungarian Jobbik are
only ‘outputs’ of the sentiment of a part of population which feels threatened by foreign
workers, Roma population or Muslim immigration. ‘They’ allegedly either ‘steal’ jobs
or money in the forms of state subsidies and allowances or threaten ‘our European
values and culture’. The popularity of such ideas stems in the problems which are
present in the society and for which no satisfying solutions have yet been found. These
radical ideas offer solutions or identify ‘the perpetrators’ who can be blamed for all the
worst which is happening to us. A case of terrorism is more difficult. There might be
similar causes for it, but examples in Spain and the United Kingdom show there are
many different reasons which can lead people to committing violence.
I have named some of the sources of bad civil society earlier in this work – poverty,
increased activism of radicalised individuals, unresponsiveness of the state. I believe
that states have many avenues at their disposal to tackle a wide range of problems and
their ‘traditional’ monopoly over the use of means of violence can really be a last resort.
I agree with Elias who says that people are not violent by their nature but they turn to
violent acts in the situation of conflict and when they are threatened.215 Although Elias
talks about war, I think we can transfer a situation of conflict to setting of suburbs, or
rural areas, where diverse people live together, or minorities are settled, where there is
lack of jobs. I believe that many aspects of the modern world result in feelings of
insecurity and fear of the unknown which seem to threaten our daily lives. And thus
people try to find protection against these mainly unsubstantiated fears as well as
solutions for their problems. Such solutions are often offered to them by radical
populists or fundamentalist movements and ideas.
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Dearlove makes another interesting point about behaviour of groups which try to draw
attention to their problems. He addresses issues of poor people who usually lack voice
and representation in the public sphere and he literally talks about groups getting
‘louder’ to be heard and listened to by the state officials.216 I think also this issue can be
metaphorically transferred to the bad civil society sphere – because as it was said, that
economic frustration is one of the ‘sources’ of bad civil society, we can identify the
radicalisation as a ‘louder voice’ asking for solutions – because the state is not able or
willing to act, people turn their attention to the ‘louder’ (radical) groups.
‘Avenue of education’ is another way, I believe, the state can go in an attempt to
prevent or at least diminish (further) development of bad civil society. We can see how
powerful state education systems were and somewhere still are in the totalitarian
regimes. Luckily, pluralism within democracies offers individuals freedom to choose
their ideals and respects variety of thoughts and beliefs. Still, the state has the power to
influence the ‘main message’ which is given to young people – and I think it should be
a message of non-discrimination and equality. These are the most important values
which lie behind respect and protection of human rights and if they are constantly
promoted and omnipresent, I think they can ‘win the minds’ of many.217
To finish this section of suggestions, I have to emphasise that I do not want to blame the
state for everything. People cannot be prevented to pursue their goals at all costs and I
am aware, that the propositions I have made, are demanding. I have also mentioned that
some people get involve with bad civil society because they simply wish to, they cannot
and should not be prevented in doing so – the following section will eventually suggest
how to tackle them with the help of hierarchical measures. On the other hand, in some
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cases people live in conditions from which they cannot get out of, which lead them
astray and ‘push’ them into difficult situations – in such cases they should be offered
reasonable help and assistance.

9.2 Framework of protection – punishment
It is obvious that persuasion can hardly make some change by itself. I have already
noted that it only forms a (rather smaller) part of the set of instruments which can be
used to tackle bad civil society – hierarchical approach offers more options firstly to
regulate and secondly to punish. The basic tool to tackle bad civil society should be
sufficient legislation which involves measures which can secure rights and freedoms of
all citizens and is equipped with measures dealing with protection against
discrimination. I have shown that minorities or other vulnerable groups are one of the
easiest targets of bad civil society activities and thus their protection should be
enhanced. For example, the European Commission against Racism and Intolerance
(ECRI) in its report from 2009 addressing racism and other issues in the Czech
Republic stated that some progress has been done but
‘there is still no comprehensive anti-discrimination legislation in force in the
Czech Republic. At the same time, the Czech Charter of Fundamental Rights and
Freedoms does not appear to provide effective protection in practice against cases
of racial discrimination. Legal aid is, in practice, only available in criminal
cases.’218
This is an example of insufficiency of measures taken to prevent bad civil society to
cause harm to others and also illustrates why many controversial issues can happen in
practice. Such inefficiency also indirectly causes harm to the state – inaction of
authorities in cases of (not only) Roma discrimination, or even ‘silent support’ in some
cases, undermines trust into rule of law and democracy. The state authorities should be
responsive. Additionally, as Robson says, state´s action should not only be adequate,
but also justified and just and, needless to say, should be transparent.219
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Regarding the practical possibilities to limit the action of bad civil society, there should
be clear guidelines to that. It happens quite often that bad civil society organisations
fulfil requirements for their founding and running and they are not identified as an issue
until problems appear. When this happens within the legal limits the state has
established, there could be some limitation of bad civil society realised. To suggest the
rules which should be followed, I will use guidelines set by ECHR,220 which say that
measures taken by the state to limit citizens´ rights and freedoms have to fulfil three
conditions.
Firstly, they have to be prescribed by law. Such law has to have certain qualities. It
should be
‘formulated with sufficient precision to enable the citizen to regulate his conduct:
he must be able – if need be with appropriate advice – to foresee, to a degree that
is reasonable in the circumstances, the consequences which a given situation may
entail.’221
Secondly, the state should only be pursuing a legitimate aim – which aims are legitimate
differs with each right. For example, Art. 2 protecting right to life says this can be
limited when ‘absolutely necessary’, inter alia, while protecting others from unlawful
killing. Article 5 (right to liberty and security) could be limited when a person should be
subject to lawful arrest or detention. Finishing with Articles 9, 10 and 11 protecting
freedoms of thought, expression and assembly, similar legitimate aims are mentioned –
the state´s conduct is only legitimate ‘in the interests of public safety, for the protection
of public order, health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of
others.’222
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The third requirement says that any restriction should be ‘necessary in democratic
society’, which means that there is a pressing social need for that and limitations
ordered by the state have to be relevant and sufficient.223
Building on these requirements, it might seem that quite clear limits are set to the action
of the state, but as I have shown in the above examples, although there might be limits
in the paper, the realities are much more complex and often it is difficult to assess the
situation. The doctrine of margin of appreciation,224 which is applied by the ECtHR, is
an expression of the diversity of interpretation of some rights in the different states.
Therefore, similar cases might be solved distinctly in the different states although they
respect the same set of officially established guidelines. The diversity of perception of
the nature of a potential threat was, I believe, well presented in the case of the British
derogation from the Art. 5 of the ECHR – the United Kingdom was the only member
state of the Council of Europe which felt the need to take such steps.225
Giving little space to the theorists, Chambers and Kopfstein, building on the American
tradition, believe there could not be any limitations put in place by the state as it would
violate values of toleration and respect.226 Putnam recognises that freedom of
association can be hard to sustain because some political associations do not really
contribute to ‘effective governance’ and are able to develop pressure to threaten
democratic rule.227 Sidel, talking about terrorism, says it does not have to be a core
reason for growing regulation of the third sector, but there might be other issues present
and anti-terrorism measures can serve as an excuse for enhanced regulation.228
These ideas illustrate, how contradictory this issue could be and that it is really hard to
find out clear cut solutions. I have attempted to show firstly the pre-emptive measures
which could be taken with the aim to prevent an establishment of bad civil society or, if
it already exists, help to eliminate its influence. Secondly, I have shown the necessity to
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form a proper, responsive and balanced legal order and I have specified how such a
legal order should look like. To add another summarising perspective to my
conclusions, the idea of balanced militant democracy seems to me as a helpful
conception. Mareš describes it as
‘a democratic regime that takes active steps to defend its constitutional and
political values through the use of repressive legal instruments and other
measures. It opposes free activity and the influence of movements that wish to
replace the democratic constitutional regime with another type of regime
(authoritarian or totalitarian) and also the ideologies connected with these
movements.’229
Altogether, I have established a sufficient framework which could, I believe, provide for
a guide for the states in the situations of conflict with bad civil society. Summarising on
this, possibly the time has come to answer my research question. How can the state
regulate bad civil society?
The state can regulate bad civil society by using reasonable and appropriate legal
measures which show proportionality between the protection of interests of the state –
such as security or order – and protection of rights and freedoms of citizens or groups.
The extent of limitations of bad civil society which are acceptable should not be (and
could not be) assessed in overall as cases have to be assessed individually. Put boldly,
unless bad civil society is out of the legal framework, the state can only regulate it in a
way so that it does not infringe on its rights. This has to be judged case by case.

9.3 Final close up notes
Before finally closing up my summary, I would like to add two notes, which I think are
also relevant. Firstly, together with the formal structures either attempting to prevent the
rise or development of bad civil society or trying to regulate it and keep it within
boundaries, there are also informal ways of doing so. Both ‘good’ civil society
organisations, politicians or other state authorities can, in certain situations, diminish the
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influence of bad civil society groups by addressing them as bad, not cooperating with
them and acknowledging that there is not room for them. The extent to which this
strategy could be successful depends very much on the political culture in certain states
and on the attitude citizens have towards their opinion leaders and authorities and
although I am aware that such behaviour will not ‘erase’ bad civil society, it can
potentially limit its influence both within civil society and the political sphere.
Secondly, my very last comment is – no issue can ever be generalised. Whatever
specific problem I have been talking about, should be approached as a specific case. Of
course, we have to build on the knowledge we have gained about the issue and we need
to implement general measures and rules to prevent or limit occurrence of problems. I
believe that, similarly with issues which we address in our everyday lives, every single
case of bad civil society bears specific features which need to be dealt with properly if
the problem is to be addressed successfully.
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10 CONCLUSION
‘...the key to the success or failure of democratic institutions will lie not in the character
of civil society but in their responsiveness as institutions – in their ability to mediate
conflict by hearing, channelling, and mediating the multiple citizen demands that
modern societies express through civil and political associations alike.’230

The final chapter of my thesis will recapitulate and shortly summarise the conduct of
my research and the findings I have made and will close up the paper with the hope
for further interest of writers and thinkers who should raise the awareness about this
topic.
Starting with the analysis of civil society, I had to decide which approach is the most
suitable one for grasping the issue of bad civil society – the associational notion of
civil society proved to be the most adequate, although with a substantial need for
adding a critical perspective. I have attempted to draw attention to the current
glorification of civil society as an almighty actor which can provide salvation in
many areas. I have critically assessed this perception and hopefully made a clear
point about non-viability of idealised notions many authors have about civil society. I
also emphasised the necessity of the cooperation of the state and civil society.
Although the strong reliance of the state on the help of civil society should be
reduced, a vivid, balanced and mutually responsive cooperation is beneficial for all
sectors of society. Further, I have also expressed the fear that if the state perceives
civil society neutrally without ‘a critical eye’, it could lead to an inability to address
bad civil society issues simply because of unawareness of or indifference to such
issues. This worry has been proved as unsubstantiated, because states have shown the
awareness about ‘their’ bad civil societies, whatever form they have taken. Most
importantly, the first section of my thesis dedicated to civil society formulated the
definition of what bad civil society in fact is and thus the ground was made ready for
deeper analysis.
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Second part of my work concentrated on the state as the other main actor in the
studied relationship. I have chosen the path of governance theories which offered a
suitable framework for selection of the approaches of the state which could be
appropriate for tackling bad civil society. After a brief overview of all of them it
became obvious that only persuasive and authoritative approaches are relevant for
the purpose of my work. This was later confirmed in the practical part of the thesis
which illustrated and supplemented my choice. The second chapter dealing with the
relations between the state and bad civil society presented different points of view at
the issue – I came back to the idealised view at civil society, explained position of
liberalism, which is one of the underlying ideologies of my own ideas, and added
short notes on regulatory and Marxian approaches.
Human rights perspective, which was included in the following chapter, added
another level to my analysis. I have briefly introduced the instruments states have at
their disposal on both national and international levels as well as the obligations the
state and each individual have. The aim of this chapter was to suggest the ambiguity
between the protection of human rights and the state´s interests and also the
controversies which arise when a clash of the rights occurs. I have illustrated that by
showing which rights are affected in such a conflict. Furthermore, an issue of
derogation showed the gaps in the protection of human rights in the situation of
perceived danger for the state.
Next, an empirical part of the thesis, should have served as a practical illustration to
theoretical concepts and ideas. I have concentrated mainly on two forms of bad civil
society – terrorism and far-right extremism. These have embodied mainly in the form
of political parties which then have been addressed by the states. I have already
acknowledged, that this does not mean that political parties are the only bad civil
society formations – I have also talked about radicals who exploit charities or hate
groups – and I would like to clarify my, possibly misleading, usage of examples. The
part called ‘Solutions’ in fact constitutes a proper conclusion about the issue I have
dealt with, explaining the positions I have taken and the suggestions and solutions I
have and offer them as plausible for addressing this issue.
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Closing the whole thesis with these very last paragraphs, I would like to express my
hope that more attention will be paid to the relations between the state and bad civil
society so that the deficiencies of actions of the states can be addressed and further
development of bad civil society could be prevented or at least limited.
I have attempted to approach the problem form the liberal-democratic stance, having
in minds rights and freedoms people are entitled to, I cannot and do not wish to
claim, that bad groups shall be prohibited and full stop. One ‘statement of week’ in
my diary expressed by an American writer David Grayson reads: ‘Commandment
Number One of any truly civilized society is this: let people be different.’ Because
we live in free and democratic societies people have to be allowed to express their
opinions and fears – although they might not think what they really express is fear. If
the state cannot prevent peoples´ opinions to be extreme, radical or offensive it has to
take action and establish just punishment for those who have crossed the line and just
redress for those attacked.
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